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Abstract—Full-duplex (FD) communication is a potential game
changer for future wireless networks. It allows for simultaneous
transmit and receive operations over the same frequency band,
a doubling of the spectral efficiency. FD can also be a catalyst
for supercharging other existing/emerging wireless technolo-
gies, including cooperative and cognitive communications, cellu-
lar networks, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), massive
MIMO, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), millimeter-
wave (mmWave) communications, unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV)-aided communication, backscatter communication (Back-
Com), and reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs). These
integrated technologies can further improve spectral efficiency,
enhance security, reduce latency, and boost the energy efficiency
of future wireless networks. A comprehensive survey of such
integration has thus far been lacking. This paper fills that
need. Specifically, we first discuss the fundamentals, highlight-
ing the FD transceiver structure and the self-interference (SI)
cancellation techniques. Next, we discuss the coexistence of FD
with the above-mentioned wireless technologies. We also provide
case studies for some of the integration scenarios mentioned
above and future research directions for each case. We further
address the potential research directions, open challenges, and
applications for future FD-assisted wireless, including cell-free
massive MIMO, mmWave communications, UAV, BackCom, and
RISs. Finally, potential applications and developments of other
miscellaneous technologies, such as mixed radio-frequency/free-
space optical, visible light communication, dual-functional radar-
communication, underwater wireless communication, multi-user
ultra-reliable low-latency communications, vehicle-to-everything
communications, rate splitting multiple access, integrated sensing
and communication, and age of information, are also highlighted.

Index Terms—Fifth-generation (5G) wireless, Full-duplex (FD),
Self-interference (SI) cancellation, Half-duplex (HD), Cooperative
communications, Two-way relays, Cellular networks.

NOMENCLATURE

5G Fifth generation.
AC Antenna cancellation.
ADC Analog-to-digital converter.
AaF Amplify-and-forward.
AN Artificial noise.
AP Access point.
AS Antenna selection.
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BackCom Backscatter communication.
BS Base-station.
CaF Compressed-and-forward.
CR Cognitive radio.
CRN Cognitive radio network.
CSI Channel state information.
DAC Digital-to-analog converter.
DaF Decode-and-forward.
DL Downlink.
EE Energy efficiency.
EH Energy harvesting.
FD Full-duplex.
HD Half-duplex.
HetNets Heterogeneous cellular networks
IBFD In-band full-duplex.
IoT Internet-of-things.
ISAC Integrated sensing and communication.
LS Least square.
MAC Medium access control.
MEC Mobile edge computing.
MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output.
ML Machine learning.
mmWave Millimeter-wave.
MRC Maximum ratio combining.
MRT Maximum ratio transmit.
NN Neural network.
NOMA Non-orthogonal multiple access.
PLS Physical layer security.
RF Radio-frequency.
RIS Reconfigurable intelligent surface.
SE Spectral efficiency.
SI Self-interference.
SIC Successive interference cancellation.
SIS Self-interference suppression.
SISO Single-input single-output.
SINR Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio.
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio.
SWIPT Simultaneous wireless information and power

transfer.
TNFD Three-node full-duplex.
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle.
UE User equipment.
UL Uplink.
WIT Wireless information transfer.
WPCN Wireless power communication network.
WPT Wireless power transfer.
ZF Zero-forcing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fifth-generation (5G) and upcoming beyond 5G wireless
networks will seamlessly and ubiquitously support numerous
connections with diversified requirements on spectral effi-
ciency (SE), reliability, security, energy efficiency (EE), and la-
tency [1]. In order to fulfill these requirements, research groups
have been focusing on designing and developing heteroge-
neous infrastructures, such as densely deployed small-cells,
cell-free massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) net-
works, and integrated heterogeneous communication networks
such as ground-based, air-based, and space-based networks.
Furthermore, the integration of multifarious 5G techniques,
such as cooperative and cognitive radio, massive MIMO, non-
orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA) transmission, millimeter-
wave (mmWave), and so forth into such designs to further
improve the SE and EE is widely investigated [2].

Full-duplex (FD) can potentially double the achievable SE
of wireless networks by avoiding the use of distinct orthogonal
channels for uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmissions.
Whereas conventional half-duplex (HD) systems use two chan-
nels per link for this purpose [3], [4]. Although standardiza-
tion efforts on FD communication are embryonic, significant
progress has been made by the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) Release-17 and Release-18 [5]. These intro-
duce support for FD in integrated access and backhaul (IAB)
networks, building upon the foundation laid by Release-16
IAB [6]–[10]. This includes several extensions to Release-16
IAB and aims to enhance IAB networks in terms of robustness,
SE, latency, and end-to-end performance. FD IAB nodes, in
particular, will utilize multiplexing transmissions, i.e., FD, be-
tween the backhaul and access links [6]–[9]. Moreover, recent
years have witnessed numerous industry endeavors to realize
FD networks. They aim to overcome the challenges associated
with enabling simultaneous transmission and reception in the
same frequency band. Although the standardization efforts are
still in their nascent stages, these industrial undertakings have
played a vital role in pushing the boundaries of FD research
and development [11]–[13]. For instance, self-interference (SI)
cancellation technologies, i.e., theoretical frameworks [11],
[13], as well as respective practical solutions, i.e., SI canceller
modules (e.g., KU-DEV-CORE-18-2, K6), IBFD long term
evolution (LTE) relay nodes, and repeaters [11], are developed.

FD nodes face a fundamental limitation of self-interference
(SI), where the transmitted signal interferes with the re-
ceived signal. However, advancements in SI suppression (SIS)
techniques can mitigate this problem [14]–[17]. These tech-
niques not only lead to the development of FD networks
with improved network SE [18]–[21]. However, FD nodes
generate additional interference at the network level compared
to HD nodes [22], [23]. For example, the network throughput
improvement of using FD rather than HD radios is negligible,
if not negative. The simple reason is that FD nodes gener-
ate/receive higher network interference, which results in an
inability for spatial reuse of frequencies [22]. Addressing this
drawback requires a comprehensive approach involving the
redesign of network protocols, including the medium access
control (MAC), network, and physical layers, as well as the
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Fig. 1: Outline of the main contributions of this survey.

development of advanced signal processing techniques and
resource allocation algorithms. These measures are necessary
to efficiently manage the new interference introduced by FD
transceivers. Considering these challenges and opportunities,
we present a survey of the latest contributions that combine
FD with the aforementioned technologies, emphasizing the
interplay and mutual benefits that arise from their integration.

A. Existing Survey Papers and Organization

Several FD surveys and tutorials have been published
recently [3], [17], [24]–[31]. They discuss SIS techniques,
main technical issues, integration of FD and other wireless
technologies, and more.
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TABLE I: Summary on existing survey papers.

Year Lit. Focus
Contribution

(j) (k)Fundamentals FD Integration
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

2014 [3] An overview of FD networks ✓ ✓ ✓
[17] SI cancellation methods ✓ ✓

2015 [25] A review of FD cellular networks ✓ ✓
[26] FD relay networks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2016 [24] Practical challenges of FD networks and
transceivers

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2017 [27] FD CRNs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
2018 [28] Dynamic spectrum sharing FD networks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
2019 [29] FD NOMA networks ✓ ✓ ✓
2022 [30] FD massive MIMO transceiver design ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
2023 [31] FD emerging research and use cases ✓ ✓ ✓

This
paper

FD fundamentals and integration issues ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(a) FD transceiver architecture/design (b) Classical SI mitigation (c) ML-based SI cancellation (d) Cooperative communication, e.g., Relaying
(e) Cellular networks (f) CRNs (g) NOMA (h) Security (i) EH (j) Case studies (k) Open challenges, trends, and opportunities

More specifically, [3] describes opportunities for in-band
FD (IBFD) communication with relay, bidirectional, and base-
station (BS) topologies, along with their generalizations. It
also discusses several SI reduction approaches, including
propagation-domain SIS, analog-circuit-domain SI cancella-
tion, and digital-domain SI cancellation. Hong et al. [17]
provides a general SIS architecture and presents emerging
applications that may use SIS without significant changes in
the existing standards. Zhang et al. [24] elaborates on a range
of critical implementation issues, performance enhancement,
optimization of FD systems, and design challenges of practical
FD systems. This work has analyzed the primary impairments,
including phase noise, power amplifier nonlinearity, and in-
phase and quadrature-phase imbalance. Moreover, it discusses
FD-based MAC-layer protocol design to address the problem
of hidden terminals, the resultant end-to-end delay, and the
high packet loss ratio due to network congestion, followed by
potential solutions conceived for meeting these challenges.

Fundamental challenges in incorporating FD radios in cel-
lular networks, including new interference scenarios and in-
creasing the energy consumption levels imposed by SIS, are
reviewed in [25]. It proposes scheduling of only one DL or
UL user equipment (UE) or a pair of DL and UL UEs to
maximize the joint UL and DL utility. Another survey [26]
focuses on IBFD relay networks, classifies them based on
antenna deployment, relaying scheme, and the number of
spatial streams, and discusses the pros and cons of different
FD relaying protocols. This work presents the information-
theoretic performance analysis using different metrics, e.g.,
capacity, diversity-multiplexing trade-off, outage probability,
etc. Moreover, the design challenges of FD relaying systems
were discussed, such as power allocation, transceiver beam-
forming, distributed space-time coding, relay mode selection,
relaying scheme design, antenna selection, and relay selection.

Another survey by Amjad et al. [27] surveys on FD cog-

nitive radio networks (CRNs) and reviews spectrum sensing
approaches, MAC protocols, and their security requirements.
In this paper, the authors have investigated various FD CRN
architectures and also discusses their radio requirements and
antenna designs. The authors in [28] report advances in
FD-enabled dynamic spectrum sharing 5G systems from the
spectrum sensing perspective. They also discuss critical tech-
nologies for enabling dynamic spectrum-sharing FD systems.
Applying NOMA transmission in FD networks is reviewed
in [29], where different FD NOMA-based architectures, in-
cluding cooperative, cognitive, and cellular networks, are
analyzed. It also provides several insights into the resource
management problem [29]. Smida et al. [30] presented the
latest advances in FD MIMO and massive MIMO transceiver
hardware designs and their applications. The authors in [31]
provide an overview of both current and future FD applications
in various domains, including wireless sensing, integrated
sensing and communications (ISAC), IAB, and non-terrestrial
networks (NTNs). This paper highlights future FD research
directions. Table I summarizes the key contributions of these
surveys, capturing their main findings and insights. This table
allows readers to quickly grasp the essential aspects covered in
each survey and serves as a helpful reference for those seeking
more in-depth knowledge on specific areas of FD research.

Although several studies (Table I) have shed light on various
aspects of IBFD, gaps remain on the latest FD developments
and integration issues. Therefore, this article fills these gaps
and comprehensively reviews how FD and 5G/beyond 5G
technologies can be integrated (Fig. 1).

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) We begin with the FD fundamentals and briefly discuss
the structure of transceivers and types of SI. Follow-
ing that, we review classical SIS approaches, including
passive suppression and active cancellation, and recently
developed machine learning (ML) techniques.
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2) We explore the compatibility of FD technology with
various wireless technologies. Specifically, we focus on
examining the coexistence of FD with cooperative com-
munications, including one-way and two-way relaying.
We also investigate its potential integration into cellular
networks, such as multi-cell, single-cell, and heteroge-
neous networks. Furthermore, we explore the applica-
bility of FD in CRNs and NOMA systems. We also
discuss physical layer security (PLS), covert commu-
nication, and proactive eavesdropping, wireless energy
harvesting (EH), i.e., wireless power communication net-
work (WPCN) and simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT). We also present case studies and
future research directions for each of these FD networks.

3) Finally, we discuss the remaining challenges, open is-
sues, and trends. Specifically, we review the emerging
FD paradigms, such as cell-free massive MIMO, un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication, backscat-
ter communication (BackCom), reconfigurable intelligent
surfaces (RISs), and others, highlighting the existing
contributions and remaining challenges.

This survey paper differs from previous ones by focusing on
fundamentals and integration issues. We discuss the most up-
to-date research progress unreported in previous surveys. By
exploring recent FD research discoveries, we hope to create
a broader knowledge base and stimulate further exploration
in this rapidly evolving area of research. Ultimately, our
survey paper serves as a valuable resource for researchers,
practitioners, and enthusiasts of FD wireless research.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows: In Section II,
we overview the fundamentals and discuss the relevant chal-
lenges and SIS techniques. Section III presents integrating
FD into cooperative communications. Sections IV and V
elaborate on the interaction of FD with cellular networks and
CRNs. Section VI discusses combining FD with NOMA. PLS
approaches for FD wireless networks and proactive eavesdrop-
ping are described in Section VII. The state-of-the-art EH FD
systems are detailed in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX lists
potential future research directions, followed by conclusions
in Section X.

Notation: We use bold upper case letters to denote matrices,
and lower case letters to denote vectors. The superscripts
(·)∗, (·)T and (·)H stand for the conjugate, transpose, and
conjugate-transpose (Hermitian), respectively. CL×N denotes
a L×N matrix; IM and 0M×N represent the M×M identity
matrix and zero matrix of size M × N , respectively; tr(·),
Rank(·) and (·)−1 denote the trace, rank, and the inverse
operation. The zero mean circular symmetric complex Gaus-
sian distribution having variance σ2 is denoted by CN (0, σ2).
Finally, E{·} denotes the statistical expectation.

II. FULL-DUPLEX FUNDAMENTALS

This section reviews how SI originates in FD nodes, the
types of SI, and several SI cancellation techniques.

Before proceeding to FD, let us briefly review how HD
systems work. Current fourth-generation and 5G wireless net-
works utilize frequency-division duplexing and time-division
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Fig. 2: A generic block diagram of an IBFD transceiver.

duplexing (TDD), which are HD. They separate UL and DL
signals via orthogonal frequency and time slots, respectively
[32]. However, this approach faces challenges in supporting
future wireless networks. For instance, the performance of
frequency-division duplexing is affected significantly due to
channel state information (CSI) errors, inflexible bandwidth
allocation, and guard frequency bands between the UL and
the DL. Moreover, TDD can introduce delays in the MAC
level, out-of-date CSI, and guard intervals between the UL
and the DL. Thus, FD may overcome these bottlenecks while
boosting the spectrum efficiency [32].

As mentioned before, the fundamental limit is the SI, which
is the looping back of the transmitted signal of an FD node to
the receiver antennas of itself [4], [28]. As SI may exceed the
desired signal by 100 dB or more, there have doubts about the
viability of FD networks. However, SI mitigation techniques
have been widely developed [3], [4], [24]. Thus, the FD
technology has attracted the interest of academia and industry
as a 5G wireless enabler [3], [24], [28]. Recent advances keep
the promise of nearly doubled channel capacity compared
to conventional HD networks. For instance, improving SI
cancellation while reducing bit error ratio is feasible [24]. The
FD mode achieves either higher throughput or reduced outage
probability compared to the HD mode [33], [34]. However,
before delving into the costs and benefits of FD technology,
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we will discuss the fundamental, technical issues of SI.

A. Structure of In-Band Full-Duplex Transceiver

Fig. 2 shows a generic transceiver, where both transmit and
reception sides are limited to a single antenna. In the first stage,
the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) converts the baseband
data signal xb[n] to its analog version xb(t), i.e., the baseband
signal, which is then frequency shifted to radio-frequency (RF)
signal, xu(t). This signal goes through the power amplifier,
and its output, xt(t), is fed into the transmitter antenna. The
received signal at the receiver antenna, yr(t), is then given as

yr(t) = xD(t) + xSI(t) + n(t), (1)

where xD(t) and xSI(t) are the desired signal and the SI,
respectively, while n(t) denotes the receiver noise. As seen,
there are three distinct types of SI (Fig. 2) [35], and thus
xSI(t) can be further expressed as follows:

xSI(t) = hl
SIxt(t− τl)︸ ︷︷ ︸

xl
SI(t)

+hd
SIxt(t− τd)︸ ︷︷ ︸

xd
SI(t)

+

M∑
m=1

hr
SI,mxt(t− τm)︸ ︷︷ ︸

xr
SI(t)

, (2)

where xl
SI(t), xd

SI(t), and xr
SI(t) represent the leakage SI,

direct SI or spillover, and reflected SI, respectively. Here, hl
SI ,

hd
SI , hr

SI,m denote the respective SI channels, while τl, τd,
and τm represent the associated delays. Moreover, M is the
number of multi-path components in the SI channel.

1) Leakage SI: This occurs due to the insufficient isolation
between the transmit and receive antennas in separated
antenna designs (i.e., on-chip or on-board in dense an-
tenna integration) and shared-antenna designs due to the
circulator leakage or cross-talk (e.g., due to imperfect
antenna matching) [3], [36]. However, leakage SI can be
accurately characterized offline in an anechoic chamber
and thus addressed in system design [3], [36].

2) Direct SI or Spillover: This comprises the signal prop-
agating directly from the node’s transmit antennas to
its own receive antennas (especially in separate-antenna
designs). These SI channels are usually modeled as line-
of-sight (LoS) channels, e.g., Rician [37], [38]. Due to the
short distance of the direct link between the transmit and
receive antennas, the direct SI power exceeds the desired
signal power by 104 dB in a wireless Fidelity system [3],
[39].

3) Reflected SI: This is typically the non-line-of-sight
(NLoS) reflections of xt(t) from the external environ-
ment such as nearby objects/scatters. The reflected SI
thus depends on environmental effects that are changing
and unpredictable. Such multi-path reflection leads to
frequency-dependent/selective SI channels. These chan-
nels can be modeled empirically or analytically. The em-
pirical models of SI channels derived from measurements
are only efficient and accurate in environments with the
same specific characteristics as the measurements [40]–
[42]. The analytical channel models are more attractive

than empirical models, and the geometry-based statisti-
cal channel model is one of the most commonly used
analytical channel models [43]–[46]. These models are
defined by the spatial location of the transmitter, receiver,
and scatterers, which are described by the area form and
spatial density of their occurrence. Typically, the reflected
SI outpowers the desired received signal by 15 dB to
100 dB [39], [47]. The frequency selectivity and long
propagation delay of reflected SI make analog-circuit-
domain cancellation much more challenging.

Therefore, the cumulative impact of these three sources of
SI can be substantial. Consequently, the implementation of
effective SI cancellation techniques becomes imperative.

The SI cancellation can be done at different points in the
transmitter and receiver chains (Fig. 2). For instance, replicat-
ing reference signals in the transmitter chain and subtracting
the modified reference signal(s) in the receiver chain can
cancel multi-path SI. Here, the frequency-dependent SI is
canceled by additional signal delaying, while the frequency-
independent SI is canceled by attenuation and phase shifting
[35]. Further, choosing a reference signal from the transmitted
signal which is as close to the antenna as possible is preferable
since it has the most information, i.e., a signal distorted
due to RF imperfections, such as phase imbalance, gain, and
transmitter-generated noise and distortion.

On the other hand, if a reference signal is copied before
it encounters these imperfections, for example, before the
power amplifier, i.e., xu(t), the dominating nonlinearities in
those processes cannot be eliminated using that particular
reference copy. Similarly, eliminating the SI early in the RF
chain of the receiver is also beneficial since it reduces the
demands on the receiver’s front-end linearity, its ability to
handle large signals, and the resolutions needed for the analog-
to-digital converter (ADC). This emphasizes the importance
of implementing SI cancellation near the antenna. However,
providing extra SI cancellation at the digital baseband is still
necessary, particularly to cancel the frequency-dependent SI.

Next, we briefly discuss the nonlinearity characteristics of
the transmitter and the receiver RF chains.

• Transmitter nonlinearity: The power amplifier, upcon-
verter, mixer, and DAC all contribute to the overall
nonlinearity of the transmitter [48], [49]. The power
amplifier has strong nonlinearity when compared to the
upconverter, mixer, and DAC, which dominates the trans-
mitter nonlinearity. The effect of it and noise can be
modeled by a memory polynomial model as [48], [49]

xt(t) = x′
t(t) + wt(t), (3)

where

x′
t(t) =

Kt∑
k=0

∫ tQ

0

r2k+1(τ)|xu(t− τ)|2kxu(t− τ)dτ, (4)

where rk(t) = akδ(t − τ), (2Kt + 1) is the maximum
order of nonlinearity, tQ the maximum depth of mem-
ory effect, and ak is the complex coefficient associated
with the memory polynomial model. Furthermore, the
transmitter also has other imperfections, including phase
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noise from the local oscillator, quantization noise from
the DAC, and inherent thermal noise from the transmitter
circuit. An independent zero-mean Gaussian noise, wt(t),
accounts for the combined effects of these transmitter
imperfections [48], [49].

• Receiver nonlinearity: This includes the strong nonlin-
earity of the low-noise amplifier and the relatively weak
nonlinearities of the downconverter, mixer, and ADC in
the receive chain [48], [50]. Because antenna cancellation
(AC) might reduce the strength of the SI signal, the
residual SI that enters the receive chain has low power
compared to the received original SI signal. Thus, a
power series can be employed to model the receiver’s
nonlinearity as [48], [50]

yl(t) =

Kr∑
k=0

bky
′
r(t)|y′r(t)|2k, (5)

where y′r(t) is the input signal to the low-noise amplifier
after antenna SI cancellation and bk is the complex
coefficient of the low-noise amplifier nonlinear model.
Moreover, (2Kr +1) Q is the receiver’s order of nonlin-
earity, which is typically less than the power amplifier’s
nonlinear order, i.e., Kr < Kt.

B. Classical Self-Interference Mitigation

As mentioned before, IBFD can theoretically double chan-
nel capacity compared to HD [4]. However, experimental
channel capacity/throughput gains fall short of theoretical
estimates. The main culprit is the SI, which reduces the
signal-to-interference-and-noise radio (SINR). Although some
SI may be tolerable [51], high SI may even result in less
FD capacity than HD systems. Furthermore, SI can cause
instability and oscillations within transceivers [52]. Hence, SI
cancellation/suppression is the most critical factor to enable
the FD paradigm [53].

Many classical SI cancellation techniques [14], [26], [37],
[54]–[59], as well as ML-based approaches [60]–[67], have
been developed as a consequence of the increased interest
from academia and industry (Fig. 3). The main classical SI
cancellation methods can be divided into two categories:

1) Passive suppression: The propagation domain techniques,
which are passive, use physical methods to increase the
propagation loss of the SI signal [26], [37], [54], [59].
They include antenna separation (AS), AC, directional
antennas, cross-polarization, etc. (Section II-B1). How-
ever, signal reflections in the environment can reduce their
effectiveness. For instance, the maximum cancellation in
a reflective room is about 27 dB lower than in an anechoic
chamber [16]. Therefore, an additional cancellation (i.e.,
30 dB to 70 dB) is needed in the analog and digital
domains to bring the SI down to the noise floor [26],
[37].

2) Active cancellation: Analog- and digital-domain SI can-
cellations are active methods. The former can prevent the
high-power SI caused by the ADC from desensitizing
the automatic gain control of the transceiver. It requires
either training sequence-based approaches or adaptive

interference cancellation [54], [68]. However, it leaves
residual SI, which becomes the rate-limiting bottleneck,
and hence additional digital cancellation is necessary
[68]. As digital cancellation then must remove both linear
and nonlinear residual SI components, it needs to know
the delay and phase shift between xt(t) and yr(t). Thus,
this process requires SI channel estimation [19].

No stand-alone analog or digital technique can provide
enough SI canceling capacity. Therefore, combining them is
an option. Nevertheless, inevitable hardware imperfections,
such as nonlinear distortions, non-ideal frequency responses
of circuits, phase noise, and others, may limit SI cancellation,
leaving a significant residual SI [19], [59].

As an FD radio transmits and receives simultaneously within
the same frequency band, it receives both the desired signal
and the SI signal. Because the latter propagates over the SI
channel, its power is typically 50-100 dB higher than that
of the desired signal. The strong SI signal will affect the
automatic gain control unit in the ADC, which normalizes
the input signal to the range [−1, 1] before digitization [69].
Consequently, the weak desired signal will be compressed
to a small subregion of [−1, 1], which will be susceptible
to severe quantization noise and drastically degrading the
digital baseband SINR [69]. SI cancellation must significantly
reduce SI strength before the receiver can decode the desired
signal to overcome these limitations and leverage the potential
benefits of FD [33]. One approach is predicting and modeling
distortions caused by the transmitter RF chain, i.e., due to
signal attenuation, circuit impairments, and many others, to
compensate for them at the receiver. However, SI cancellation
is far from a simple linear operation because the radio signal
does not preserve its original baseband representation except
for power scaling and frequency shifting [17], [70]. In par-
ticular, both linear (i.e., caused by signal attenuation, ground
reflections, etc.) and nonlinear (i.e., caused by circuit power
leakage, non-flat hardware frequency response, higher order
signal harmonics, etc.) distortions impact the SI cancellation
performance [19]. For instance, the SI signal in an FD wireless
Fidelity radio with an 80MHz bandwidth, −90 dBm receiver
noise floor, and 20 dBm transmit power consists of (i) the
linear distortion of 20 dBm, (ii) the nonlinear distortion of
−10 dBm, and (iii) the transmitter noise of −40 dBm [19].
Therefore, it is necessary to sufficiently mitigate these distor-
tions to reduce the SI power to a level below the noise floor
[19].

The SI reduces the ability of the receiver to decode the
data without errors. Thus, the SI power must be below the
noise floor for both random transmitter noise and ADC errors.
For example, to compensate for 110 dB SI over the noise
floor, an FD device must get at least 60 dB of analog-
domain cancellation plus 50 dB of digital-domain cancellation.
However, these could be reduced due to hardware and/or other
impairments. Thus, they can be combined with the passive
techniques mentioned above [54].

1) Propagation-Domain (Passive SIS) SI Cancellation:
Several passive SIS methods exist [54], [55], [68], [71]–
[75]. They increase the path-loss of the SI signal by means
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of physical isolation or separation between the transmit and
receive antennas of an FD node [15]. In particular, the EM
coupling between the transmitter and receiver antennas can
be decreased. Thus, they operate using orthogonal horizontal
and vertical polarization [72]. As well, beamforming-assisted
methods improve the physical separation between the transmit
and receive antennas by directing their lobes in separate
directions [55], [68]. Additionally, the transmit and receive
channels of a single FD antenna can be separated using isola-
tion components such as circulators, producing an equivalent
SI-attenuation effect [71]. Three main passive suppression
techniques are:

i) AS-based passive suppression: This increases the path-
loss by increasing the distance between the transmit and
receive antennas or adding shielding in the middle of
them [68], [76], [77]. Although this method is simple
to implement, it has limitations. For instance, it may
not be feasible for mobile devices which have strict size
requirements. It is commonly used in separate antenna de-
signs, and the single-antenna transceiver does not provide
comparable signal isolation for this method [14], [78].

ii) AC-based passive suppression: AC uses two transmit
antennas and a single receive antenna, with the transmit
antenna pair being positioned d and d+λ/2 apart from the
receive antenna, respectively, where λ is the wavelength
[54]. The receive antenna is positioned such that its
distance from transmit antennas is an odd multiple of
λ/2, resulting in destructive interference. The destructive
interference is most effective when the signal powers
impinging on the receive antenna from the pair of transmit
antennas are identical, theoretically resulting in a null at
the receive antenna.

iii) Directional passive suppression: This attempts to reduce
the intersection between the main radiation lobes of the
transmit and receive antennas [55], [73]. This method
can be used in cellular FD networks, where the BS first
invokes RF cancellation, which partially suppresses the SI
before it reaches the RF front-end of the receiver [39].

iv) Cross-polarization-based passive suppression: This is an
additional mechanism for isolating the transmit and re-

ceive antennas electromagnetically [24], [79]. Polariza-
tion decoupling operates the transmit and receive anten-
nas with orthogonal horizontal and vertical polarizations.
For example, a transceiver can be designed to transmit
only horizontally polarized signals and receive only ver-
tically polarized signals [24], [79]. It thus improves the
SI suppression capability.

Takeaways and Potential Directions: Passive SI cancellation
attenuates SI signals but requires substantial transmit-receiver
antenna separation, which may be infeasible. For instance,
[68] considers a 20 cm/40 cm cm antenna spacing, impractical
for many mobile devices, with insufficient attenuation to
reduce SI power significantly below the desired signal level.
Consequently, these methods offer inadequate SI cancellation
for error-free receiver operations. Moreover, increased antenna
separation can compromise the quality of SI channel estima-
tion, and distances beyond the optimal odd multiple of λ/2
may degrade achievable cancellation [54].

Some passive suppression methods, like directional passive
suppression, heavily rely on multi-antenna setups, rendering
size-limited receivers incapable of sufficiently suppressing
SI power. Additionally, certain passive suppression methods
may have limited bandwidth, thereby reducing cancellation
performance in wide-band systems. AC-based approaches, in
particular, only ensure perfect phase inversion and cancellation
at the central frequency, potentially failing to achieve the same
across the entire bandwidth [54]. Despite the ideal antenna
configuration for passive SIS involving maximum separation
between transmit and receive antennas, such as placing them
on opposite sides of a device, optimizing antenna configuration
in compact devices remains challenging.

2) Analog-Domain SI Cancellation: The aforementioned
passive SI suppression techniques may not sufficiently support
high-integrity FD reception, as residual SI is often present.
In an FD node, the received signal undergoes automatic gain
control amplification, down-conversion to baseband frequency,
sampling, filtering, and ADC conversion. However, even after
passive cancellation, residual SI can still exceed the noise
level. Hence, additional active SI cancellation modules are nec-
essary to further reduce SI, either in the RF or analog/digital
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baseband stages [54].
If the node can accurately estimate the SI leakage path,

RF/analog cancellation becomes unnecessary. The low-power
received samples can be subtracted from the reconstructed
digital samples of the SI signal using methods like ZigZag
decoding [80]. However, a high SI signal can overload the
automatic gain controller, making it insensitive to weak desired
signals compressed to a considerably lower range than [−1, 1].
The limitations of the ADC, such as dynamic range and quan-
tization precision, are critical obstacles to achieving higher
SI-isolation levels through digital cancellation [81]. Excessive
SI power impacts the ADC, leading to quantization noise
overwhelming the desired signal and resulting in a negative
effective SINR, insufficient for recovering the desired signal
in the digital baseband [18]. Therefore, reducing the SI signal’s
power prior to digitization is crucial. Analog cancellation tech-
niques can achieve this, allowing the decontaminated digital
samples to possess sufficient resolution for effective digital
SI cancellation [54]. We next review the basics of analog
cancellation techniques.

i) Analog cancellation of linear SI component: The linear SI
component comprises most of the SI power. If a reference
signal that is an exact duplicate of the SI signal in all
instances can be generated, subtracting this replica from
the received signal can result in a perfect SI cancellation
[18]. Although such methods can work either at the RF
or baseband stage [69], the former is more common [18],
[54], [68]. Moreover, they may be further classified into
pre-mixer or post-mixer schemes depending on whether
the perfect replica-based SI canceling signal is produced
by processing the SI before or after up-conversion [18],
[68]. On the other hand, the baseband analog canceler
uses the perfect replica-based canceling signal generated
in the baseband [69].
The analog linear SI cancellation process can be imple-
mented using the subsequent three steps.
• Creation of SI-inverse signal: Implementing SI in-

version in an FD node involves a signal phase re-
versal. However, this phase adjustment is limited in
bandwidth, reducing the achievable cancellation. In-
verted signals deviate from 180◦ on both sides of the
central frequency, causing significant phase distortion
despite perfect inversion at the center frequency. To
address this issue, sophisticated hardware and circuit
designs like balanced/unbalanced (balun) transformers
and delay-line-based analog circuits can be employed
[18], [19].

• Delay and attenuation adjustment: Since the transmit
signal suffers attenuation and delay, the inverted SI
must also undergo the same attenuation and delay.
Thus, different technologies and techniques, such as
the QHx220 noise cancellation chip and balun-aided
cancellation, can be employed to impose an adjustable
delay on the aggregated output signal [18], [82].

• Creating an SI-null by combining the SI and its inverse:
The SI-inverted signal with the received signal at the
received antennas can be combined to create an SI

null. Received signal strength indicator values indicate
the remaining SI energy post-combining. In theory, a
perfect SI-inverse signal would yield a zero SI value in
the received signal strength indicator output. However,
hardware imperfections like power leakage or non-
flat frequency response of the balun result in residual
SI power. Carefully adjusting attenuation using self-
tuning algorithms can reduce it [18].

However, simply subtracting the linear SI from the re-
ceived signal using only the SI-inversion approach may
not improve the decoding performance. The main reason
is that an FD node only recognizes the clean digital
representation of the baseband signal, not its processed
counterpart transmitted over the air. Once the signal
has been up-converted to RF, it becomes an unknown
nonlinear function of the ideal source signal that has been
distorted by unknown factors, such as the imperfections in
the analog components used in radio transmit chains and
their non-flat frequency response [19]. In particular, the
SI cancellation circuits that simply subtract the transmit
signal estimate without accounting for any nonlinear
distortions cannot altogether cancel the SI and reduce it
below the noise level. According to [19], such circuits can
only reduce SI power by up to 85 dB. Hence, nonlinear
SI components caused by hardware imperfections or
the time-variant environment must be considered while
designing analog cancellation circuits.

ii) Dynamic adoption-based analog cancellation: A time-
variant environment with channel fading, transmit power,
and other parameters may significantly contaminate the
cancellation with nonlinear distortion [19]. As a result,
the cancellation capacity may decrease as the environ-
ment changes since the previously designed SI cancella-
tion parameters based on previous environmental condi-
tions may no longer accurately represent the current SI.
Hence, an FD node must be capable of swiftly modifying
the analog circuit to respond to time-variant environments
and provide a satisfactory cancellation performance. In
particular, a scheme that adapts to channel variations
must be implemented to provide cancellation circuits the
capacity to rapidly and regularly update their parameters,
i.e., phase and amplitude of the SI-inverse-based RF ref-
erence signal [18], [19]. In practical systems, both time-
domain and frequency-domain solutions can eliminate
nonlinear SI components in a time-varying channel.

Takeaways and Potential Directions: Invoking analog SI
cancellation techniques after passive suppression can provide
significant SI cancellation, e.g., up to dozens of decibels.
However, there are many further challenges to address. For
instance, the expensive hardware required to generate an
accurate SI-inverse-based reference signal, the hardware’s non-
flat frequency response, and the dispersive and nonlinear
nature of the SI channel limit the analog cancellation’s perfor-
mance/capability. The underlying trade-off between hardware
costs and SI cancellation capability remains a practical ob-
stacle, i.e., requiring a higher cancellation capability involves
strict constraints on the precision of the hardware. Some
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analog cancellation techniques, such as the delay-line-based
techniques, require a higher delay resolution accuracy. How-
ever, this is only possible at the expense of more complex and
large-scale hardware circuits [19]. Some analog cancellation
techniques, such as the delay-line-based techniques, require a
higher delay resolution accuracy. However, this is only possi-
ble at the expense of more complex and large-scale hardware
circuits. Hence, designing cost-efficient analog cancellation
circuits with sufficiently high cancellation capabilities is yet
to address.

On the other hand, in practical systems, hardware imperfec-
tions, such as low sensitivity and precision, severely restrict IS
cancellation capability. To achieve a sufficiently high cancel-
lation of both the linear and nonlinear SI components, an in-
depth analysis of analog cancellation circuits is thus required,
considering the limitations imposed by hardware imperfec-
tions. Furthermore, while higher transmit power improves SI
channel estimate, it unavoidably increases SI power, resulting
in significant residual SI power [54]. Also, nonlinear distortion
in cancellation circuits caused by high input power must be
handled. More research is needed to establish appropriate
analog SI cancellation techniques that combine transmit power
control frameworks while developing low-distortion hardware
design.

3) Digital-Domain SI Cancellation: Although an industry-
grade balun circuit can lower the SI by 45 dB for a 40MHz
wide SI signal, the residual SI power can be as much as 45 dB
higher than the noise floor even with passive suppression
[18]. This still interferes severely with the desired signal,
either due to residual multi-path SI echoes contaminating the
desired signal or due to SI leakage imposed by hardware cir-
cuit imperfections. Consequently, the residual SI after analog
cancellation must be lowered further in the digital domain.

Digital cancellation is an active method in the digital domain
and cancels the interfering signal after the ADC has quantized
the received signal [69], [83]. The receiver achieves this by
first extracting the SI, modulating it, then subtracting it from
the received SI-contaminated signal. Coherent SI detection can
also be used to recover the SI by correlating the received
signal to the clean hypothetical regenerated SI-inversion-based
reference signal available at the co-located FD transmitter’s
output [54]. This technique requires the receiver to estimate
both the delay and phase shift between the transmitted and
received signals using techniques such as the correlation peak-
based algorithm for removing the SI signal.

When analog cancellation is insufficient, digital cancellation
is an efficient, secure solution [54], [68]. However, since the
transmitted signal deviates from the generated reference signal
due to hardware imperfections, multi-path fading, and other
impairments, subtracting the estimated signal rather than the
clean signal might significantly improve digital cancellation
capabilities. Digital cancellation has two critical parts: (i)
estimating the SI channel and (ii) applying the channel es-
timation to the known transmitted signal to generate digital
samples for removing the SI from the received signal [18].
To perform digital cancellation to eliminate residual SI power
after analog cancellation, the SI signal components including
leakage through the analog cancellation circuit and delayed

reflections of the SI signal from the environment, must be
estimated [19]. The residual SI can be classified as linear or
nonlinear. The former accounts for the vast majority of SI
power and can be approximated using least-square and min-
imum mean square error (MMSE)-based techniques, whereas
the latter is caused by nonlinear distortions in imperfect analog
cancellation circuits [84]. In particular, for high SI cancellation
in the digital domain, the nonlinearity of the SI leakage
channel must be accurately quantified. To accomplish this, the
linear and nonlinear components can be estimated as follows:
[19].

i) Estimation of the linear SI: The linear part can be
modeled as a non-causal linear function of the known
transmitted digital signal x[n]. The received sample y[n]
can be modeled as a linear combination of up to k
samples of x[n] before and after the time instant n, where
k > 0 is a function of the SI leakage channel memory
and given as [19]

y[n] =

k∑
p=1−k

x[n− p]h[p] + w[n], (6)

where h[n] and w[n] denote the SI channel
attenuation and the additive noise at instant n,
respectively. By defining y = [y[0], . . . , y[n]]T,
h = [h[−k], . . . , h[0], . . . , h[k − 1]]T, and
w = [w[0], . . . , w[n]]T, the SI channel, h, can be
estimated as [19]

ĥ =
(
AHA

)−1
AHy, (7)

where

A =

 x[−k] . . . x[0] . . . x[k − 1]
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

x[n− k] . . . x[n] . . . x[n+ k − 1]

 , (8)

and AH is the Hermitian transpose of the matrix A.
Because the training matrix A can be pre-computed, the
algorithm’s computational complexity can be significantly
reduced.

ii) Estimation of the nonlinear SI components: After the
above step, the residual nonlinear components can be
decreased further. They have a power level typically
20 dB higher than the thermal noise [19]. So because
the precise nonlinear function applied by an FD node to
the baseband transmitted signal is difficult to estimate, a
generic model based on Taylor series expansion can be
used to approximate the nonlinear function in the digital
baseband domain as [19]

y[n] =
∑

m∈odd terms,n=−k...,k

x[n] (x[n])
m−1

hm[n], (9)

where only the odd-order terms correspond to nonzero
energy in the frequency band of interest [19]. The first
term is the linear component that accounts for the vast
majority of the SI power and can be approximated and
canceled using the technique provided in (7). Further-
more, in practice, the higher order terms of (9) have a
proportionately lower power since they are formed by
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the mixing of numerous lower order terms, each of which
reduces the combined power [19]. Hence, only a limited
number of variables have to be considered for developing
effective SI leakage channel estimation.

Takeaways and Potential Directions: Unlike analog cancel-
lation, digital cancellation dynamically adjusts and effectively
combats time-varying radio environments by estimating the
per-packet SI leakage channel. It achieves robust residual SI
power reduction, ideally below the noise floor, which is crucial
for signal detection [19]. However, practical concerns persist,
including the optimal trade-off between analog and digital
cancellations, performance limitations due to practical imper-
fections, and more. While digital cancellation can significantly
remove linear and nonlinear SI components, it cannot perform
really well without analog cancellation [15]. Therefore, a
hybrid of both approaches is necessary to cancel both types
of SI components. However, there is a fundamental trade-
off between the capabilities of these two. In hybrid designs,
the digital SI cancellation depends on the efficiency of the
analog cancellation, often decreasing as the latter increases. In
some cases, digital cancellation may be unnecessary if analog
cancellation performs sufficiently. Therefore, it is crucial to
strike a balance between analog and digital cancellations for
optimal overall performance.

Hybrid designs show promising potential but may encounter
constraints due to practical impairments, such as limitations
in performance caused by phase noise from local oscillators.
Therefore, it is crucial to minimize the impact of practical
impairments.

Table II summarizes the existing classical SI mitigation
techniques, including their carrier frequency, bandwidth, SI
isolation levels, and FD capacity gain. In sub-6GHz, the
carrier frequency and the bandwidth range from 0.5GHz to
3.5GHz, and 0.5MHz to 100MHz, respectively [54]–[56],
[68]. In the mmWave frequency band, the carrier frequency
ranges from 28GHz to 150GHz, and bandwidth ranges from
0.1GHz to 15GHz [85], [86]. Similarly, all transmit powers
fall within the range of mobile phone and sensor transmit
power levels, i.e., −5 dBm to 20 dBm. These practical exper-
iments and values confirm the applicability of SI cancellers
for commercial applications.

C. Machine Learning-Based Self-Interference Mitigation

ML solutions are emerging for SI cancellation and FD
realization, alongside traditional SI mitigation methods [90],
[91]. This approach involves separate estimation of linear and
nonlinear SI components. The linear SI is typically estimated
using the least square (LS) method and subtracted from the
received signal. The remaining signal, which represents the
nonlinear SI, is then estimated using ML techniques and
subtracted from the received signal for final SI cancellation
[90], [91]. Recent efforts in ML for SI cancellation and FD
communication have shown promise, and their implications
will be briefly discussed next.

In [60] the use of neural network (NN) as an alternative
to the classical polynomial-based nonlinear SI cancellation
approach (Section II-B3), has been studied. It demonstrates

through FD testbed measurement results that a simple feed-
forward NN can perform similarly to conventional nonlinear
canceling techniques with remarkably low computational com-
plexity. This method first estimated the linear component using
the conventional LS method and subtracts it from the received
signal. After that, the NN employs the Gradient Descent
technique to estimate the final nonlinear SI component. The
linear cancellation offers roughly 38 dB, while the nonlinear
SI cancellation reduces the SI signal power by approximately
7 dB. Reference [61] is the first work to present the hardware
implementation of this method [60].

In [62], a deep recurrent NN is used to investigate the
impact of nonlinear distortion and linear multi-path channels
on digital SI cancellation performance. This NN can process
arbitrary sequences of inputs with temporal coherence and
handle linear (multi-path) and nonlinear (PA nonlinearity,
phase noise) components perfectly even when transmit power
is high. Reference [63] employs a feed-forward NN for digital
SI cancellation and designs an adaptive linear filter to extract
features from the baseband transmitted signal (or feedback
signal) as the NN’s input. In a 30 dB interference-to-noise ratio
regime, the proposed NN achieves a SI cancellation of 29 dB,
which is 10 dB higher than the polynomial-based cancellation.
Guo et al. [64] implement a deep NN using back-propagation
to model the non-linear SI. This method includes SI channel
probing, channel data collection, and deep NN model training.
The authors implement this system on a USRP SDR prototype
testbed. This method offers up to 17 dB digital cancellation.

The study in [65] explores the trade-offs of using different
neural networks (NNs) for SI cancellation performance goals.
It focuses on recurrent NN and complex-valued NN archi-
tectures and determines that the latter is more suitable for
SI cancellation. When compared to polynomial cancellation,
a complex-valued NN achieves a digital SI cancellation of
44.51 dB with 33.7% and 26.9% fewer floating-point oper-
ations and parameters, respectively. On the other hand, the
recurrent NN only reduces the number of floating-point oper-
ations. Another study [66] compares the performance of a real-
valued NN and a complex-valued NN for digital SI cancella-
tion. Complex-valued NNs with different activation functions,
including holomorphic and non-holomorphic, are implemented
and trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Sim-
ulation and measured data show that complex-valued NN
outperforms real-valued NN when non-holomorphic activation
functions are used, while both NN types yield similar cancel-
lation performance with holomorphic activation functions.

The authors in [67] present a hardware architecture for an
NN-based nonlinear SI canceller and compare its performance
to that of a conventional polynomial-based SI canceller. This
NN canceller delivers 7 dB more SI cancellation while being
1.2 times smaller in area and costing 1.3 times more power. In
[92], deep unfolding is used to interpret cascaded nonlinear RF
systems as model-based NNs. This viewpoint enables effective
modeling of SI with in-phase/quadrature-phase imbalance and
power amplifier nonlinearity using back-propagation to tune
complex-valued parameters. In comparison to the polynomial
model, the proposed approach can reduce the number of
model parameters and operations by 74% and 79% with a
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TABLE II: Summary of existing classical SI mitigation techniques.

Literature Technique/Algorithm Transmit
Power

Carrier
Frequency

Bandwidth Antenna
Distance/Sepa-
ration

Cancella-
tion
Capacity

FD
Gain

[54] AC 0 dBm 2.4GHz 5MHz 2d+ λ/2 60 dB 1.84
[68] AS −5 dBm

2.4GHz 625 kHz
20 cm 39dB –

∼15 dBm 40 cm 45dB –

AS+Digital cancellation −5 dBm
2.4GHz 625 kHz

20 cm 70dB –
∼15 dBm 40 cm 76dB –

AS+AC −5 dBm
2.4GHz 625 kHz

20 cm 72dB –
∼15 dBm 40 cm 76dB –

AS+AC+Digital
cancellation

−5 dBm
2.4GHz 625 kHz

20 cm 78dB –
∼15 dBm 40 cm 80dB –

[55] Directional diversity 12 dBm 2.4GHz 20MHz
10m & ≥ 45◦ – 1.6∼1.9
20m & ≥ 90◦ – ≥ 1.4

[56] Antenna nulling −3 dBm 530MHz 20MHz – 55 dB 1 ∼ 2
[87] Time-domain transmit

beamforming
17 dBm 2.4GHz 30MHz – 50 dB –

[18] Balun cancellation 20 dBm 2.4GHz 10-40MHz 20 cm 113 dB 1.45
[19] Circulator 20 dBm 2.4GHz 20-80MHz – 110 dB 1.87
[88] Software-defined radio 20 dBm 2.52GHz 20MHz – 103 dB 1.9
[89] Nested vector modulator 0 dBm 900MHz 0.8MHz 75 cm 64dB –
[86] Self-adaptive

cancellation
11.2 dBm 141GHz 14GHz – – –

[85] Frequency-domain can-
cellation

– 28GHz 120MHz – 49 dB –

SI cancellation of about 44.5 dB.
In [93], a nonlinear digital SI cancellation method based

on support vector regression is proposed for integration with
linear cancellation. For transmit power levels greater than
20 dBm, it outperforms polynomial-based nonlinear cancel-
lation by 3 dB. Erdem et al. [94] have also considered the
integrated linear and nonlinear digital SI cancellation frame-
work, with support vector regression as the nonlinear canceller.
The resulting approach outperforms linear-only digital SI
cancellation and nonlinear-only digital SI cancellation by 7 dB
and 4 dB, respectively.

In [95], [96], the use of NNs to accelerate the tuning of
multi-tap adaptive RF cancellers has been investigated. They
also present the optimal NN network configuration that en-
hances the tuning speed of the cancellers, input data structures,
and training dataset densities for optimizing performance.
Their prototype, using a two-tap canceller, achieves average
cancellation of 40 dB after 6 tuning iterations at 2.5GHz.
Tapio et al. [97] model the power amplifier and low-noise
amplifier nonlinearities using the Hammerstein–Wiener non-
linear system. This study compares linear cancellation, auto-
regressive moving-average-based cancellation, and NN-based
cancellation. Despite the higher computational complexity of
NN-based cancellation, it outperforms the other approaches.

Two digital SI cancellation approaches based on deep NN
architectures have been introduced in [98]: the time-invariant
non-linear distortion method and the time-varying non-linear
distortion method. The former separates non-linear distortion
from linear SI propagation channel estimates, enabling the
elimination of online training. The latter utilizes transfer
learning and achieves superior SI cancellation with a limited
number of online training symbols and epochs.

In [99], two innovative low-complexity NNs, i.e., the ladder-

wise grid structure and the moving-window grid structure,
are presented to replicate the nonlinearity and memory effect
introduced to the SI signal to achieve proper SI cancellation.
The simulation results show that both cancellers achieve
the same cancellation performance as the polynomial-based
canceller while reducing complexity by 49.87% and 34.19%,
respectively. For nonlinear SI cancellation, Elsayed et al. [100]
presented a novel NN structure known as the dual neurons-
l hidden layers NN. The simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed SI canceller with l = 2 can reduce 60%
of the network parameters and FLOPs when compared to
the polynomial-based canceller. In [101], two hybrid NN
architectures, namely hybrid-convolutional recurrent NN and
hybrid-convolutional recurrent dense NN, are proposed. The
former uses weight-sharing characteristics and dimensionality
reduction to extract the memory effect and nonlinearity of the
input signal. Whereas the latter exploits an additional dense
layer to construct a deeper NN with low complexity. The
sutdy in [102] proposes a channel-robust NN-aided adaptive
SI cancellation scheme to estimate the nonlinear SI component
over a time-varying SI channel with a pre-trained NN.

Table III summarizes some of the existing ML-based SI
mitigation works.

Takeaways and Potential Directions: While research on this
subject is extensive, there are still opportunities to utilize ML
for solving the SI problem. These methods provide advan-
tages in accurately modeling nonlinear functions, resulting
in improved nonlinear SI cancellation. However, the existing
methods may still have practical limitations as the SI channel
changes with time. Although the SI channel can be tracked
using a variety of methods, including re-running the backprop-
agation training algorithms, it is essential to investigate and
compare the computational complexity, convergence speed,
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and number of training samples required for each tracking
method with the traditional SI cancellation methods, i.e.,
the polynomial-based SI cancellation technique. In addition,
many existing ML-based SI cancellation approaches do not
account for transceiver design and real-world transmission
impairments, which could provide useful insights into practical
implementation. Furthermore, the choice of a method is influ-
enced by various factors, including the desired SI cancellation
performance, system complexity, hardware feasibility, cost,
convergence time, signal recovery, and more.

III. COEXISTENCE OF FULL-DUPLEX AND COOPERATIVE
NETWORKS

Cooperative networks involve a group of wireless nodes
working together to improve overall quality and efficiency.
These nodes collaborate and transmit data to achieve better
signal quality, higher transmission rates, and more reliable
communication. The simplest of such systems typically con-
sists of a source node, one or more relay nodes, and a
destination node. The source node initially sends data to the
relay node, which then forwards the data to the destination
node. The relay nodes may also cooperate with each other to
improve transmission quality and reliability.

Multiple types of cooperative systems, such as coopera-
tive diversity, cooperative beamforming, and user cooperation
[103], [104], exist. Cooperative diversity involves the simulta-
neous transmission of the same data by multiple wireless nodes
at different times and/or frequencies, increasing the signal-
to-noise ratio and reducing errors. Cooperative beamforming
entails the simultaneous transmission of the same data by
wireless nodes at different amplitudes and/or phases, focusing
the signal on the receiver and reducing interference. Coop-
erative diversity involves resource sharing among multiple
nodes, while cooperative beamforming utilizes intermediate
nodes for multi-hop relaying [103], [104]. Protocols like
decode-and-forward (DaF), amplify-and-forward (AaF), and
compressed-and-forward (CaF) facilitate cooperative relaying.
This approach exploits multipath diversity and enhances EE.

Cooperative systems are utilized in multiple applications
such as wireless sensor networks, wireless mesh networks,
mobile ad-hoc networks, and cellular networks. They enhance
coverage, capacity, and reliability of communication in areas
with weak or no wireless signal.

Cooperative one-way relaying systems [14], [58], [105]–
[119] and two-way relaying [120]–[134] have already been
investigated. In one-way HD relaying, a relay takes two-time
slots to serve the destination. Whereas with one-way FD relay-
ing, this can be done in just one, which theoretically doubles
the SE (Fig. 4a). However, if two-way communications exist
between the source and destination nodes, all the nodes operate
in FD mode and simultaneously transmit and receive data in
the same frequency band. Therefore, FD wireless achieves
high spectral gains relative to HD wireless.

A. One-Way Full-Duplex Relaying

This subsection reviews notable contributions to FD cooper-
ative systems. The critical design insights for one-way relaying
and conclusions are outlined.

SI

Source

Relay

Destination

(a) One-way FD relaying

SI

Source

Relay

Source

(b) Two-way FD relaying

Fig. 4: FD cooperative communication.

1) Performance Analysis: To accurately compare the FD
and HD relaying, a diverse range of performance metrics
have been investigated in the literature. In [105], the FD-
relay outage performance has been derived, where the residual
SI channel is modeled as Rayleigh fading. Accordingly, the
conditions of SNR and SIRs were derived, providing a basis
to determine which type of duplex relay is superior under
the target outage probability with arbitrary parameters. The
fundamental capacity trade-off between FD and HD modes in
a one-way cooperative AaF relay has been derived in [58].
This work concludes that the former outperforms the latter
in practical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values. Different relay
selection schemes assuming the availability of instantaneous
information were proposed to enhance the performance of
FD cooperative networks in [106]. The error performance and
diversity behavior of the dual-hop FD relay systems under the
effect of residual SI have been investigated in [107]. Upon
deriving the pairwise error probability for the encoded system
and tight bounds to the bit error rate of the coded systems,
[107] shows that FD relaying systems with a suitable precoder
can attain the same diversity gain as their HD counterparts.
To overcome the diversity limitation of the proposed relay
selection, an optimal relay selection policy involving dynamic
switching between FD and HD at the relays has been proposed
in [106]. It outperforms conventional HD-based relay selection
schemes and is a suitable relay selection policy for systems
with FD and HD capabilities.

In [108], selective DaF was proposed for an FD relay,
which outperforms existing schemes in terms of outage in
block Rayleigh-fading environments. Specifically, with selec-
tive DaF, the relay goes into a non-cooperative mode when
the source-relay link is out. Therefore, the relay saves power,
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TABLE III: Summary of ML-based SI mitigation works.

Literature Technique Transmit
Power

Carrier
Frequency

Bandwidth Cancellation
Amount

Dataset

[60] Feed-forward NN 10 dBm 2.4GHz 10MHz 45 dB† FD testbed
[61] Feed-forward NN 10 dBm 2.4GHz 10MHz 44.4 dB† FD testbed
[62] Recurrent NN 0 dBm-

35 dBm
2.472GHz 5MHz 26 dB† FD testbed

[63] Feed-forward NN – – 20MHz 29 dB∗ Simulated
[64] Deep NN – – – 17 dB∗ SDR testbed
[65] Complex-valued NN

10 dBm 2.4GHz 10MHz 44.51 dB† FD testbed
Recurrent NN

[66] Feed-forward complex-valued
NN

– – – 60 dB† SDR testbed

[92] Deep unfolding NN 10 dBm 2.4GHz 10MHz 44.5 dB† Simulated
[93] Support vector regression 20 dBm 2.45GHz 50MHz 27 dB† SDR testbed
[95], [96] Feed-forward NN – 2.5GHz 20MHz 40 dB† Simulated
[97] Hammerstein–Wiener model &

NN
– 2.4GHz 20MHz – –

[98] Time-invariant non-linear
distortion-based deep NN – – – 43 dB† Simulated

Time-varying non-linear
distortion-based deep NN

42 dB†

[99] Ladder-wise grid structure-
based deep NN 10 dBm 2.4GHz 10MHz

44.5 dB† FD testbed

Moving-window grid structure-
based deep NN

44.4 dB†

† Linear+nonlinear SI cancellation ∗ Nonlinear SI cancellation

and the destination can attempt decoding from the direct
source signal without unnecessary relay interference. The
authors extended the system model and performance analysis
of [108] and proposed incremental selective DaF for FD
relay networks [109] to provide additional power savings, yet
providing the same outage performance.

Mokhtarzadeh et al. [110] investigate bounds on the SE
and EE for the FD relay channel with DaF, CaF, and AaF
relaying with residual SI. It develops the optimal relay power
control algorithm and derives the maximal SE in closed form.
Considering the SE performance, this work elaborates on the
conditions of employing FD relay, the criteria for selecting
a relay scheme among DaF, CaF, and AaF schemes, and the
conditions of adopting hybrid-duplex mode (which switched
between the FD and HD mode) regarding residual SI strength.
While proper Gaussian signaling (i.e., circularly symmetric
zero-mean Gaussian signal with uncorrelated real and imagi-
nary components) is the optimal choice for the interference-
free channels, improper Gaussian signals, where circularity
and uncorrelated conditions can be relaxed, introduced for
interference channel [135]. Since it has shown that improper
Gaussian signaling can achieve higher degrees of freedom for a
3-user single-input single-output (SISO) interference channel,
the authors in [111] have studied its potential gains over
proper one for DaF FD relay systems and in the presence
of interference. This work derives exact integral form and
analytical lower and upper bound expressions for the system’s
performance metric and shows that improper Gaussian signal-
ing can outperform the proper Gaussian signaling in both FD
and HD relaying systems.

2) Beamforming and Spatial SI Mitigation: FD relays can
use multi-antenna arrays to provide more spatial degrees of
freedom for SIS [14], [105], [112]–[114]. The authors in [105]
extended their work to the MIMO relay context [14] and pro-
posed new spatial SI mitigation techniques, including antenna
and beam selection, null-space projection, and MMSE filter-
ing. The errors in the side information used for SIS are thus the
practical limitation preventing complete interference elimina-
tion. Suraweera et al. [112] proposes joint precoding/decoding
designs incorporating rank-1 zero-forcing (ZF) SIS at the relay
node. This work assumes perfect CSI to develop a performance
analysis framework. To strike a balance between the achiev-
able performance gains and the implementation/computational
complexity in multi-antenna FD relaying systems, different AS
schemes with simple power allocation have been proposed and
analyzed in terms of the outage probability. Shi et al. [113]
have extended the system model in [112] to the more general
multi-stream scenario and studies joint source-relay design
(i.e., jointly design the source transmit beamforming and relay
amplification matrix) to optimize the end-to-end achievable
rate with the consideration of the relay processing delay.
In [114], the impact of the residual SI and co-channel inter-
ference at the relay and destination on the performance of the
AaF FD relaying network is investigated with multi-antenna
nodes by employing hop-by-hop ZF beamforming. The outage
probability and ergodic capacity analysis in [114] reveal that
although the number of CCIs is increased in FD relaying
systems compared to the conventional HD relaying systems,
FD relaying can significantly improve the system performance.
In [136], precoding for low-latency communication through
N IBFD MIMO relays is treated as a shortest-path problem.
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TABLE IV: Summary of one-way FD relaying literature.

Literature Relay Protocol Multi-antenna Technical ContributionDaF AaF CaF Source Relay Destination
[105] ✓ - - - - - Outage probability analysis and duplex mode assign-

ment under the target outage probability with arbitrary
parameters

[58] - ✓ - - - - Determine capacity trade-off between FD and HD
relaying and in presence of SI

[106] - ✓ - - - - Outage probability analysis for optimal and sub-
optimal single relay selection policies

[107] - ✓ - - - - Pairwise error probability and diversity analysis with
and without direct source-destination link

[108] ✓ - - - - - Selective DaF relaying protocol design with outage
probability analysis as well as transmit power opti-
mization to minimize the outage probability

[109] ✓ - - - - - Incremental selective DaF protocol design with outage
probability analysis

[110] ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - SE and EE analysis and then use the results to
derive (approximate) optimal relay power and the
corresponding SE in closed-form

[111] ✓ - - - - - Improper Gaussian signaling: Outage probability and
ergodic rate analysis

[14] - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ Spatial domain SI cancellation: antenna and beam
selection, null-space projection, and MMSE filtering

[112] - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ Low complexity joint precoding/decoding design for
end-to-end SNR maximization and based on ZF SIS

[113] - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ Joint source transmit beamforming and relay process-
ing to maximize achievable rate

[114] - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ Transmit/receive ZF-based beamforming/combining
design to maximize the overall SINR and suppress
the SI and co-channel interference at the relay and
destination

[115] ✓ - - - - - Analyzing the throughput of the buffer-aided relaying
with selection relaying under statistical delay con-
straints

[116] ✓ - - - - - Buffer-aided relaying with adaptive reception-
transmission design at the relay under different power
allocation

[117] ✓ - - - ✓ - Virtual FD buffer-aided relaying: opportunistic relay
selection and beamforming design

[118] ✓ - - - ✓ - Multipair relaying: SI and interpair interference can-
cellation via massive arrays at the relay

[119] ✓ - - ✓ ✓ ✓ Multipair relaying: transceiver design and power allo-
cation

Thereby, an iterative dynamic programming-based algorithm
for identifying the lowest-latency selection of precoders is
proposed at the source and relays.

3) Other Miscellaneous Designs: Buffer-aided relay sys-
tems have emerged as a solution to mitigate information loss
in relay schemes caused by poor channel conditions. These
systems use buffers at the relays to prevent transmission
drops when the source-relay channel capacity is exceeded but
still higher than the relay-destination channel capacity. By
storing and forwarding information as required, these systems
enable more reliable communication between the source and
destination [137]. Buffers to enhance the throughput of the
FD relay networks have been investigated [115]–[117]. The
key idea is an opportunistic relay mode selection between the
buffering and forwarding according to the channel conditions.
Buffers enable the FD relay to select adaptively either to
receive, transmit, or simultaneously receive and transmit in
a given time slot based on the qualities of the receiving,

transmitting, and SI channels such that the achievable data
rate/throughput is maximized.

Massive MIMO offers significant benefits for FD relay
networks by reducing the impact of noise, fast fading, and
interference. This makes it an attractive solution to miti-
gate SI [118], [119]. In an FD relay system with multiple
single-antenna source-destination pairs (K > 1), Ngo et al.
[118] have demonstrated that massive relay antennas can
substantially reduce the loop interference effect. Furthermore,
compared to HD relaying, massive MIMO can increase the
sum SE by 2K times and greatly reduce transmit power.
Table IV provides a summary of the existing literature on one-
way FD relaying.

B. Two-Way Full-Duplex Relaying

1) Performance Analysis: The average rate and outage
performance trade-off of two-way and one-way relay networks
with the AaF and DaF forwarding protocols under residual SI
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have been derived in [120]. This work concludes that the FD
two-way relaying system can provide a higher average rate
than its one-way counterpart, provided that the SI power is be-
low a threshold. In [121], the authors derived the closed-form
outage probability for FD two-way decode-and-forward (DaF)
relay systems. They considered symmetrical and asymmetrical
scenarios with different power allocation schemes. The relay
node employed superposition coding to dynamically adjust the
power allocation to different users to optimize system per-
formance. The paper also proposed an optimal relay location
strategy. Additionally, the authors provided asymptotic outage
probabilities, highlighting the inability to infinitely increase
transmit power due to residual SI caused by FD operation.

2) Multi-User Two-Way Full-Duplex Relay Systems: For
practical multi-user environments, the system performance
of the two-way FD relay system adopting the Max-Min
scheduling algorithm under the independent but not identically
distributed fading channels has been established in [123].
In contrast, [124] studied the multi-user scheduling problem
for the multi-user FD two-way DaF relay system based on
the availability of CSI and system state information. Three
scheduling schemes were investigated in terms of the system
outage performance. With the full CSI, the system outage
performance could be significantly improved under the Max-
Min scheduling scheme. In addition, the performance of an
FD multi-user two-way relay system with Rician distributed
residual SI for different scheduling schemes, namely SINR-
based scheduling, random scheduling, absolute channel power-
based scheduling, hybrid scheduling, and normalized channel
power-based scheduling is analyzed under the impacts of
channel estimation errors and user mobility was studied in
[125]. The designed framework [125] may be useful to provide
the understanding for successful deployment of FD-enabled
multiuser two-way relay systems with scheduling schemes
under given system conditions such as user mobility, channel
estimation errors, and SIS level. By employing very antenna
array at the FD relay, multiple pairs of FD users can exchange
information at the same time and over the same frequency
band [126]–[129].

3) Beamforming and Spatial SI Mitigation: The potential
for SE improvement in beamforming design for two-way FD
MIMO relaying systems has been investigated in [130]–[132].
For instance, the authors in [131] studied the joint design
of relay and receiving beamforming to minimize the mean
square error (MSE) and SI cancellation. In [130], instead
of completely mitigating the SI, the end-to-end performance
is maximized by jointly optimizing the beamforming matrix
at the relay and power control at the sources. With a more
practical scenario of imperfect CSI, precoding design at all
nodes for SI cancellation is proposed in [132].

4) Implications of Practical Design: To fully exploit the
advantages of the FD transceivers at the two-way relaying
systems, practical conditions must be considered, such as lim-
ited power supply in mobile nodes, non-ideal power amplifier
and non-negligible circuit power consumption, and channel
estimation. EE analysis in [133] reveals that the maximum
EE of FD two-way relay is more sensitive to power amplifier
efficiency than it is to SIS. Channel estimation problem in a

two-way FD relay system has been studied in [134], where
a one-block training scheme is proposed to estimate the SI
channel at both sources. This study then implements the
matched filter detector and Viterbi equalizer to cancel the SI.
A summary of the existing works on two-way FD relaying
systems is shown in Table V.

5) Two-way FD Relaying and Network Coding: Network
coding enables nodes in a network to perform operations
beyond forwarding and replication of data packets, enhancing
the performance of cooperative networks. Physical-layer net-
work coding and analog network coding have been proposed
for improving cooperative network throughput [138], [139].
In physical-layer network coding, a bit-level XOR operation
combines two symbols to generate a new symbol, which
is transmitted at maximum power. In two-way FD relaying
systems, the relay decodes received symbols from source
nodes A and B, applies physical-layer network coding to re-
encode the data towards destinations B and A, and the desired
data is recovered at nodes A and B using the same XOR
operation [120]. Analog network coding involves the relay
decoding the received signal from nodes A and B, transmitting
a linear combination of the data streams with different power
allocations, and the mixed signal at the destinations is decoded
by subtracting known signals and back-propagating the SI
signal before decoding [120]. This work also derives the aver-
age rate and outage probability of two-way FD relaying with
physical-layer network coding and analog network coding. It is
worth exploring the impact of back-propagating SI on system
performance in future research.

IV. COEXISTENCE OF FULL-DUPLEX AND
CONVENTIONAL CELLULAR NETWORKS

A. Single- and Multi-Cell Full-Duplex Cellular Networks

Legacy HD cellular networks divide the time and frequency
resources between the forward and reverse links. However,
new trends in wireless networks, such as the smart city
paradigm and multimedia services, where DL and UL traffic
must be processed simultaneously and without delay, call for
revisiting this approach. The FD mode provides the forward
and reverse links the opportunity to utilize the complete
resources, accommodating new traffic demands simultane-
ously. FD modes include bidirectional FD and three-node
FD (TNFD) modes [3] (Fig. 5). In bidirectional FD, both
nodes, i.e., the UE and the BS, have FD capabilities. In
contrast, TNFD involves three nodes, but only the BS has FD
capabilities, and the UEs operate in HD mode. Nevertheless,
concurrent UL and DL operations in the same band introduce
additional inter-cell and intra-cell interference (inter-BS and
inter-UE), which may substantially hinder the potential gains
of FD cellular networks [25], [140].

In FD cellular networks, coordination mechanisms are es-
sential to reduce inter-UE interference (which depends on the
UE locations and their transmit power levels) and preserve the
SE. UE pairing/scheduling, frequency channel selection, and
power control algorithms are effective solutions to manage
interference in these networks. Frequency channel selection
determines which UEs should be scheduled for simultaneous
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TABLE V: Summary of two-way FD relaying literature.

Literature Relay Protocol Multi-antenna Technical ContributionDaF AaF CaF Source Relay Destination
[120] ✓ ✓ - - - - Evaluation of outage performance and average rate trade-

offs with physical and analog network coding
[121] ✓ - - - - - Outage performance with optimal power allocation and

relay placement
[122] ✓ - - - - - Bit error rate, ergodic capacity, and outage probability

analysis with relay selection
[123]–[125] ✓ ✓ - - - - Multi-user scheduling
[126]–[128] - ✓ - - ✓ - Multipair relaying via very large antenna array at relay
[129] ✓ - - - ✓ - Multipair relaying, performance analysis and power allo-

cation
[130] - ✓ - ✓ - - Joint relay beamforming design and sources power control
[131], [132] - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ Joint design of relay beamforming matrix and receive

beamforming matrices at sources
[133] ✓ - - - - - EE maximization under practical non-ideal hardware con-

ditions
[134] - ✓ - - - - ML estimator design to estimate the cascaded channel and

SI channel simultaneously

UL and DL transmissions on specific frequency channels
[25], [140]. In bidirectional FD cellular systems, asymmetric
traffic scenarios further complicate user scheduling decisions.
More specifically, one scheduled FD UE might have active
traffic in only one direction at an instant. Thus it would
be more efficient to schedule another UE to take advantage
of the opposite direction. The literature proposes deploying
short-range architectures, such as small-cell (e.g., picocells)
systems, to make the SI cancellation more manageable in
the FD BSs [140]. Note that applying FD over macrocells
is not a good candidate scenario because macro BSs have
large transmit power for the coverage requirement. Therefore,
above 140 dB SIS is required to bring down the transmission
signal to a level of –100 dB for the macro BSs transmitting
at 46 dBm, which imposes huge infrastructure costs to the
operators [3]. Cross-link interference, i.e., BS to BS, is the
other limiting limitation in multi-cell FD networks, restricting
the UL performance. However, using low-complexity beam-
forming techniques, study [141] demonstrates that it may be
minimized and that FD and dynamic TDD can significantly
boost the capacity of multi-cell FD networks. The appealing
advantages of FD have attracted enormous research attention
on FD cellular networks from various aspects and/or under
different setups.

1) Performance Analysis: Performance of the TNFD cellu-
lar network has been studied in [142]–[146], leveraging tools
from stochastic geometry. These studies yield insights into
the system-level gains of the network throughput of FD in
comparison to HD. In [147], a so-called α-duplex scheme was
proposed for TNFD networks and demonstrated its superiority.
It has an FD BS, HD UL mode, or HD DL mode in different
frequency bands. In [148], a hybrid-duplex network with
directional transmission and reception was investigated, where
an FD BS may serve one FD user or two HD users, i.e., this
network comprises both bidirectional and TNFD modes. It was
shown in [148] that serving two HD users is more beneficial
than serving one FD user under imperfect SI cancellation,
which coincides with the results in [147].

SI
Interference

DL channel

FD BS

UL channel

HD UE

SI

(a) TNFD

Interference

FD BS

SI

SI

SI

FD UE

(b) Bidirectional

Fig. 5: FD cellular networks.

To support multiple UEs in DL and UL directions, the FD
BS can deploy a large antenna array with low-complexity
linear ZF and maximal-ratio transmission (MRT)/maximal-
ratio combining (MRC) processing schemes [149]. This work
reveals that when the BS increases the number of antennas
(e.g., massive MIMO) and transmits with low power to main-
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tain a given QoS for the DL UEs, SI power can be significantly
reduced. Moreover, FD multi-cell MIMO networks have been
studied in [150]–[152]. Bai et al. [150] analyzed the asymp-
totic UL and DL ergodic rates with single-antenna FD and HD
UEs employing low-complexity linear receivers and precoders.
Study [151] proposes an analytical framework for the TNFD
massive MIMO case using low-resolution ADCs and DACs,
demonstrating that optimal power scaling and increased anten-
nas at FD BSs can eliminate intra-cell, inter-cell, and FD inter-
user interference. Khojastepour et al. [152] investigated UL-
DL interference, employing spatial interference alignment and
providing a closed-form characterization of FD’s multiplexing
gain in such networks.

2) User Scheduling and Resource Allocation: The studies
in [153]–[158] examine these to alleviate the impact of inter-
cell and intra-cell interference. Particularly, in [153], a MAC
protocol (called asymmetrical duplex) has been developed to
support the coexistence of FD AP and HD UEs efficiently.
The authors in [154], proposed a joint subcarrier assignment
and power allocation algorithm to maximize the sum-rate
performance of a single-cell cellular network with FD-enabled
BS and multiple FD UEs. A sub-optimal user pairing and time-
slot allocation algorithm have been proposed for the single-cell
cellular network with FD BS and HD UEs [155]. Moreover,
the length of the time slot allocated to each user pair and
users’ UL and DL data rates were optimized. In [156], the
joint problem of user UL/DL frequency channel pairing and
power allocation in TNFD cellular networks was considered,
where the minimum SE of the UE with the lowest achieved
SE is maximized. The results in [156] indicated that the
optimization of the assignment and power allocation should
be solved jointly; otherwise, a random allocation with equal
power allocation achieves a similar performance.

Goyal et al. [157] proposed to deploy the combination of
FD cells and HD cells to address the interference issue. This
work thus develops distributed resource allocation, i.e., joint
user selection and power allocation for a TNFD multicell
system, proposing an intelligent scheduling algorithm to en-
able BSs to switch between FD and HD modes depending
on the network condition. Wen et al. [158] studied the EE-
SE trade-off for TNFD-enabled cellular networks. Cirik et al.
[159] addressed the design of transmit and receive filters to
maximize the sum-rate in a bidirectional multi-cell FD MIMO
network, considering self-interference at BSs and UEs, as
well as co-channel interference between all nodes. In [160],
the deployment of FD in a dense-urban multi-cell network
is studied, proposing a Madrid-grid deployment paradigm.
User selection and power control algorithms are introduced,
emphasizing the importance of neighboring BSs’ scheduling
and power decisions. Bishnu et al. [161] investigated the bit
error rate and SE performance of a multi-cell multi-user FD-
enabled IAB network, studying both intra-cell interference
scenarios. It also proposes a user selection method utilizing
cross-correlation of RF precoder weights to mitigate intra-cell
interference. In [162], an optimal queue-aware joint scheduling
and power allocation algorithm for FD networks in a multi-cell
scenario is developed, considering both indoor and outdoor
transmissions to investigate the benefits of multi-cell FD over

HD counterparts. The authors further highlight the importance
of inter-cell cooperation in resource scheduling, revealing that,
depending on the scenario, interference mitigation from inter-
cell cooperation can increase user performance in terms of
throughput and waiting delay.

Table VI summarizes a number of existing contributions to
FD single-tier cellular networks.

B. Full-Duplex Heterogeneous Cellular Networks

The exponentially increasing mobile traffic has led to the
adoption of heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets), which
depart from the traditional high-power tower-mounted BSs
to include a range of network elements such as microcells,
picocells, femtocells, and distributed antenna systems. By de-
ploying these elements with varying transmit power, coverage
area, physical size, backhaul, and propagation characteristics,
HetNets offer numerous opportunities for capacity improve-
ment. However, this shift also presents new challenges in co-
existence and network management. These are also known
as multi-tier cellular networks, since they comprise different
classes of BSs, including inexpensive and low-power small-
scale BSs that can be added to existing networks [163].

Most of the initial HetNet studies have assumed HD wireless
nodes. As FD wireless matures, this situation has changed.
Consequently, the performance gains of FD HetNets have been
studied in [164]–[166]. The main advantages of FD HetNets
over HD HetNets are flexible spectrum usage, a significant
increase in the number of connected devices, and a high
volume of data traffic. However, imperfect SI cancellation and
extra cross-interference between the UL and DL caused by
simultaneous transmissions and co-channel deployment will
create some levels of SI, co-tier, and cross-tier interference.
This mutual-influenced interference constricts the promising
performance gains. Therefore, interference management from
the different perspectives of user scheduling, duplex-mode
selection, and power control are proposed for FD HetNets.

In [164] a hybrid-duplex HetNets has been proposed, where
multi-tier networks consist of a mixture of APs, operating
either in bidirectional FD mode or DL HD mode. The authors
unveiled that in terms of the total throughput of two-tier
HetNets, making different-tier networks operate in different
duplex modes can enhance the throughput. Study [165] shows
that in multi-tier FD networks, TNFD topology can achieve
close performance compared to the bidirectional that have
efficient SIS if multi-user diversity and UEs scheduling are
exploited. If the FD UEs in the bidirectional scheme have poor
SIS, the TNFD achieves a better performance. The study [166]
proposes to deploy massive MIMO macrocell BSs to relax
the coverage reduction due to the high power transmissions of
macrocell BSs, and FD small-scale BSs to improve spectrum
efficiency. This study concludes that the low-power small-
scale BSs are an ideal host for the FD transceivers, as the
SI becomes more manageable compared to the high-power
macrocell BSs.

HetNets display various UL and DL asymmetries due to
channel quality, hardware limitations, traffic volume, and cov-
erage. Macrocells, with higher transmit power, offer greater
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TABLE VI: Summary on technical contribution to FD-enabled cellular networks.

Literature Topology Technical Contribution
Single-cell Multi-cell

[142] - ✓ Analyze DL and UL throughput for FD cellular networks using stochastic
geometry with a suboptimal resource allocation algorithm

[143] ✓ - UL and DL achievable rate analysis for an FD cellular using tools from
stochastic geometry and beamforming design at the FD BS

[144] - ✓ Quantify the performance gain of FD network over HD network under
asymmetric bidirectional traffic demands and non-ideal SIS

[145] - ✓ Analyze the success probability and SE of FD MIMO small-cell networks
using tools from stochastic geometry

[146] - ✓ Analyze average sum-rate of a cloud-radio access network with randomly
distributed multiple antenna UL and DL remote radio heads under optimum
and sub-optimum beamforming design and power allocation design

[147] - ✓ Propose α-duplex scheme, which allows a partial overlap between the UL and
the DL frequency bands and employs pulse-shaping and matched filtering to
suppress the negative impact of cross-mode interference

[148] - ✓ Study the impact of directional antennas on the interference mitigation in
TNFD and bidirectional FD cellular networks

[149] ✓ - SE and the EE performance analysis for FD small cell systems with massive
MIMO and linear processing with over allocation design

[153] ✓ - Propose a MAC protocol called A-Duplex to support a wireless LAN with a
FD AP and HD clients

[154] ✓ - Joint subcarrier assignment and power allocation in an FD OFDMA network
to maximize the sum-rate performance

[155] ✓ - Joint user scheduling, time-slot allocation, and power control problem for a
time-division cellular network to maximize the system throughput

[156] ✓ - Joint frequency channel selection and transmit power allocation for a TNFD
cellular network to maximize the SE of the user with the lowest achieved SE

[157] - ✓ distributed resource allocation, i.e., joint user selection and power allocation
for an FD cellular system

[158] ✓ - Investigate fundamental EE-SE tradeoff for FD enabled cellular networks
under constant and linear residual SI model

[159] - ✓ Design of transmit and receive filters to maximize the sum-rate in a bidirec-
tional multi-cell FD MIMO network

[160] - ✓ User selection and power control algorithm design, emphasizing the impor-
tance of neighboring BSs’ scheduling and power decisions

[161] - ✓ investigated the bit error rate and SE performance of a multi-cell multi-user
FD-enabled IAB network

[162] - ✓ Optimal queue-aware joint scheduling and power allocation algorithm design

DL coverage compared to small cells. However, in the UL, all
UEs transmit at the same power regardless of the BS type, ex-
acerbating the UL and DL coverage asymmetry. Additionally,
there is a significant traffic asymmetry between the UL and DL
due to the popularity of social networking services, gaming,
multimedia, and the widespread use of wireless applications.
Consequently, the dynamic allocation of UL and DL resources
becomes essential to address these imbalances. A new pro-
posed trend in cell association of decoupled user association in
FD HetNets can offer substantial SE improvement over the HD
counterpart. Decoupled user association breaks the constraint
that UEs must be associated with the same BSs in UL and
DL [167], [168]. Therefore, UEs associated with a specific
macrocell BS/small-scale BS in DL may prefer to access a
geometrically closer macrocell BS/small-scale BS in UL for
stronger signal strength and lower interference.

Decoupled user association in FD HetNets has been
widely explored [168]–[178]. Elshaer et al. [168] perform a
simulation-based study on two-tier HetNets, where the UL
association is based on minimum path-loss, while the DL

association is based on the DL received power. A comprehen-
sive SINR and rate analysis with decoupled user association
in a multi-tier cellular network with spatially random BSs
and UEs is conducted in [169]. The UL coverage probability
of a two-tier random heterogeneous cellular network with
decoupled user association has been studied in [170], and
this work evaluates the gain of the decoupled user association
over a conventional coupled user association scheme. The
results in [171] shows that to maximize the mean rate utility
of multi-tier FD cellular networks, the UEs should associate
with their nearest BSs in UL and to the BSs that result in
the maximum received power in DL. The authors in [172]
proposed a decoupled rate optimal user association scheme and
then derived the tight lower bounds on the FD links’ maximum
UL and DL rates.

Sattar et al. [173] characterize an FD two-tier heterogeneous
network with decoupled user association, where both tiers
operate on different frequency bands, i.e., millimeter wave and
microwave. In [174], resource allocation and user association
were jointly optimized, and the performance of different
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TABLE VII: Summary on technical contribution to FD-enabled HetNets.

Literature Technical Contribution
[164] Quantify the network throughput for hybrid-duplex HetNets
[165] Providing mathematical framework, based on stochastic geometry, to model TNFD and bidirectional

FD cellular networks
[166] DL and UL rate coverage probability and area SE analysis for massive multiuser MIMO-enabled

HetNets with FD small cells
[167] Overview the changes needed in LTE-A mobile systems to enable decoupled user association
[168] Study the gains of DL and UL decoupling in terms of UL capacity, DL cell association is based on

the DL received power, and the UL is based on the path-loss.
[169] Provide an accurate and tractable model to characterize the UL SINR and rate distribution incorpo-

rating offloading and fractional power control
[170] DL and UL decoupling in multi-antenna BSs setup with tractable expressions for both signal-to-

interference ratio coverage probability and rate coverage probability
[171] Closed-form expressions for the association probability, the mean interference received at UEs and

BSs under weighted path-loss user association
[172] Decoupled rate optimal user association scheme and then use it to derive the tight lower bounds on

the maximum UL and DL rates of an FD link
[173] Characterizes an FD two-tier HetNet with decoupled access, where both tiers operate on different

frequency bands (millimeter wave and microwave)
[174] Optimizing frequency allocation and power control to improve the communication quality of UEs
[175] Analyzing the UL/DL decoupling gains as a function of both the small cell offset factor and the

distance between small cells
[176] Joint DL/UL decoupled cell-association, subchannel allocation and power control scheme for device-

to-device underlay HetNets
[177] Contract-theory based distributed user association approach, considering the challenges raised by

asymmetric information (e.g., channel gains and intercell interferences) between UEs and BSs
[178] Joint optimization of decoupled multiple association and resource allocation in both UL and DL, with

an objective of maximizing the sum-rate of all UEs
[179] joint DL/UL beamformer design for maximizing the system sum-rate, where the user’s rate is

constrained to a prescribed discrete-rate set

resource allocation schemes and user association rules were
analyzed. In [175], a joint dynamic TDD and decoupled user
association access statistical model was proposed based on
a geometric probability approach to address UL and DL
throughput degradation challenges. The authors in [176] in-
vestigated the performance of decoupled user association in
device-to-device underlay HetNets, where a joint cell associ-
ation, subchannel allocation, and power control problem for
UL network sum-rate maximization has been studied. The
authors in [177] developed a contract-theory-based distributed
approach for decoupled user association in FD HetNets. A
resource allocation framework for subchannel and power al-
location is proposed in [178] to maximize the sum-rate in the
multi-tier HetNets with decoupled user association. Table VII
summarizes a number of existing contributions to FD multi-
tier cellular networks.

C. Case Study and Discussion

In this subsection, we present a numerical/simulation exam-
ple to investigate the impact of SI cancellation.

We consider a network of an FD-BS with M transmit
antennas and N receiver antennas, K-HD UL users, and L-HD
DL users, as shown in Fig. 6. Each channel is static during
a coherence block. We denote F = [f1, . . . , fL] ∈ CM×L,
H = [h1, . . . ,hK ] ∈ CN×K , and Q = [q1, . . . ,qL] ∈ CK×L

as the DL channel matrix from the BS to the DL users and
the UL channel matrix from the UL users to the BS, and the

channel matrix from the UL user to the DL users, respectively.
The desired data signal channels, F and H, are modeled as
Rayleigh fading. In particular, fl ∼ CN (0, ζflIM ), hk ∼
CN (0, ζhk

IN ), and ql ∼ CN (0,diag(ζq1l
, . . . , ζqKl

)) are the
channel vectors for the lth DL user, the kth UL user, and from
the K-UL users to the lth DL user, respectively, where ζfl , ζhk

,
and ζqkl

represent the respective path-losses. The SI channel
matrix, G ∈ CM×N , is modeled as Rician fading with KR

Rician factor [38]. The SI channel is composed of two parts:
(i) a strong near-field SI channel that represents LoS paths and
(ii) a weak far-field SI channel that represents reflected NLoS
paths. Additionally, the availability of perfect CSI is assumed.

The UL data signal vector from K-UL users at the BS is
given as

yUL =
√
puHxu +

√
ptG

HWxd + nUL, (10)

where pu is the UL user transmit power, xu =
[xu,1, . . . , xu,K ]T is the UL data vector, pt is the transmit
power at the BS, and xd = [xd,1, . . . , xd,L]

T is the DL data
vector. Moreover, W = [w1, . . . ,wL] ∈ CM×L denotes the
DL precoding/beamforming matrix at the BS, which satisfies
∥wℓ∥2 = 1 and nUL ∈ CN×1 denotes the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at the BS with each element
having 0 mean and σ2

n variance. After SI cancellation, the
received UL signal is expressed as

yUL,SI =
√
puHxu +

√
αptG

HWxd + nUL, (11)

where α is the SI cancellation gain. Next, the BS applies the
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Fig. 6: An FD cellular communication system.
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MIMO linear receiver/combiner, V = [v1, . . . ,vK ] ∈ CN×K ,
to decode UL data, where vk ∈ CN×1 with ∥vk∥2 = 1 is
the linear combining vector for the kth UL user. Hence, the
received UL signal from the kth UL user is given as

yUL,k =
√
puv

H
k hkxu,k +

√
pu
∑K

i ̸=k v
H
k hixu,i

+
√
αptv

H
k G

HWxd + vH
k nUL. (12)

From (15), the UL achievable rate for the kth UL user is
derived as

RUL,k=log2

(
1+

pu|vH
k hk|2

pu
∑K

i ̸=k|vH
k hi|2+αpt∥vH

k G
HW∥2+ σ2

n

)
.

(13)

The received DL signal at the ℓth DL user is given as

yDL,ℓ =
√
ptf

H
ℓ wkxd,ℓ +

√
pt
∑L

j ̸=ℓ f
H
ℓ wjxd,j

+
√
puq

H
ℓ xu + nDL,ℓ, (14)

where nDL,ℓ ∼ CN (0, σ2
n) is the DL AWGN at the ℓth DL
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Fig. 8: The SINR outage probability for M = N = 8, L = 4,
K = 4, and γth = −10 dB.

user. The achievable rate for the ℓth DL user is given as

RDL,ℓ = log2

(
1 +

pt|fHℓ wℓ|2

pt
∑L

j ̸=ℓ |fHℓ wj |2 + pu∥qℓ∥2 + σ2
n

)
. (15)

We adopt the 3GPP Urban micro model to model the large-
scale fading ζfℓ and ζhk

with fc = 3GHz operating frequency
[180, Table B.1.2.1]. Moreover, AWGN variance is modeled as
σ2
n = 10 log10(N0BNf ) dBm, where N0 = −174 dBm/Hz,

B = 10MHz is the bandwidth, and Nf = 10dB is the
noise figure. Moreover, the transmit powers at the BS, pt, and
UL users, pu, are set to 20 dBm and 10 dBm, respectively.
Additionally, the Rician factor of the SI channel is set to 3 dB.

Based on the above analysis, we can investigate the effect
of SI cancellation on the achievable sum-rate and the SINR
outage of UL and DL. To this end, Fig. 7 depicts the sum-
rate of the UL and DL users, whereas Fig. 8 shows the
SINR outage of the UL users at the BS as functions of
the SI cancellation gain, α. The BS employs three differ-
ent beamforming and combining techniques: (i) random, (ii)
MRT/MRC, and (iii) ZF. The SINR outage probability is
defined as P (SINR < γth), where γth is the threshold SINR
value. Since DL does not depend on SI cancellation at the BS,
DL user rates are independent of α. However, regardless of the
type of beamforming/combining, the UL achievable rate and
outage probability are significantly affected by α. Thus, FD
systems require high SI cancellation gains to achieve better
performance.

V. FULL-DUPLEX AND COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORKS

A. Cognitive Radio Networks

These aim to cope with spectrum scarcity due to exponen-
tial traffic and device growth scenarios and the underutiliza-
tion problem. For example, International Telecommunication
Union forecasts global mobile data traffic to 607 Exabyte
per month by 2025 and 5016 Exabyte by 2030 [181]. By
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2025, over 70% of the global population is expected to
subscribe to mobile services, with 60% of this population
using mobile Internet. Consequently, the demand for wireless
connectivity, coverage, capacity, and services will continue to
grow. However, the radio spectrum is a finite resource and
cannot be expanded. The usable radio spectrum theoretically
ranges from 3 Hz to 3000 GHz, but the prime spectrum for
current wireless standards is typically within the 1-6 GHz
range [182]. Frequencies below 1 GHz are already allocated
for various applications like radar, military communications,
and terrestrial radio/television. On the other hand, frequencies
above 5 GHz suffer from increased attenuation and atmo-
spheric absorption [183].

On the other hand, fixed spectrum access policies, tradition-
ally implemented by global spectrum regulators, contribute to
the significant problem of spectrum under-utilization. These
policies establish rules and regulations for allocating specific
radio frequencies or portions of the spectrum to specific
entities or services. The intention is to ensure efficient uti-
lization of limited spectrum resources and prevent interference
among users. There are several types of fixed spectrum access
policies, including:

1) Exclusive use: This policy reserves a portion of the
spectrum for the exclusive use of a single entity or
service. For example, the licensed spectrum is assigned
to a specific user, and no other entity is permitted to use
that portion of the spectrum [184].

2) Shared use: In this policy, multiple users are allowed
to share a portion of the spectrum, subject to certain
rules and conditions. For example, unlicensed spectrum
is available for use by anyone, but certain technical
standards and power limits must be followed to avoid
interference [184].

Although these policies are defacto standards, studies reveal
that a large portion of the licensed spectrum is used sporadi-
cally, and geographical variations in the utilization of assigned
spectrum range from 15% to 85% with a high time variability.
The situation may even become worse as some of the licensed
spectrum remains completely unused most of the times [185].

The underutilization of radio spectrum has prompted the
concept of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) to enhance its
efficiency [186]. DSA enables multiple users to access the
spectrum, with allocations dynamically assigned according to
real-time demand. Cognitive radio (CR) technology, capable
of sensing the available spectrum, facilitates the dynamic
allocation of spectrum to users based on their requirements.

Thus, unlicensed (secondary/cognitive) users (SUs) may
opportunistically access the frequency bands allocated to li-
censed (primary) users (PUs), without compromising the target
QoS of PUs [187], [188]. Depending on how SUs access the
spectrum, there are three main CR paradigms [189]: inter-
weave, overlay, and underlay. In interweave CR networks, SUs
opportunistically access the licensed spectrum, when PUs are
idle. In underlay CR networks, SUs transmit simultaneously
with PUs on the licensed frequency bands, subject to satisfying
the QoS of the PUs [190], [191]. In the overlay CR networks,
SUs transmit with PUs at the same time over the licensed

bands by detecting the presence of PUs and adopting their
transmission strategy to avoid interference with PUs. This can
be done in two different ways. First, by using the knowledge
about the primary user transmitter message, the secondary
user transmitter cancels the primary user interference on the
secondary user receiver. Second, the secondary user assists the
primary user’s transmissions by relaying primary transmitter
messages and, in turn, getting access to the licensed spectrum.

CR networks require spectrum management, which involves
spectrum sensing, spectrum decisions, spectrum sharing, and
spectrum mobility [27]. Among these, spectrum sensing plays
a critical role by identifying available spectral resources. It
includes monitoring primary user activity, detecting white
spaces for transmission, and obtaining information about
available spectrum bands [27]. Spectrum sensing techniques
enable cognitive radios to detect spectrum holes, i.e., unused
frequencies in a given area not utilized by licensed primary
users. These techniques involve detecting the presence or
absence of primary users in a frequency band and identifying
unused bands for secondary user operations. Spectrum sensing
techniques are commonly categorized as follows: [186]:

1) Energy detection: The signal energy level in a frequency
band is measured. If it is below a certain threshold, the
CR assumes that the frequency band is unoccupied and
can be used by itself. This sensing scheme is the most
common approach due to its low complexity and low
computational overhead [192]–[194]. This approach is
categorized into cooperative and non-cooperative spec-
trum sensing, as well as ON/OFF model-based sens-
ing [195]–[197].

2) Matched filter detection: This involves comparing the
received signal with a reference signal of a known wave-
form. If the received signal matches the reference signal,
then the frequency band is assumed to be occupied by
PUs [28].

3) Cyclostationary detection: This involves detecting the
periodic properties of the received signal. For example,
if the autocorrelation function of the received signal has
periodic characteristics, the frequency band is assumed to
be occupied [198], [199].

4) Feature detection: This involves detecting specific fea-
tures of the received signal, such as frequency or time-
domain characteristics, to identify whether the frequency
band is occupied [28], [200].

More details of spectrum sensing techniques can be found
in [28], [186]. CR nodes may thus detect spectrum holes
and determine which frequencies can be used for secondary
communication. By continuously monitoring the available
spectrum, CR nodes can adapt to changing conditions and
dynamically adjust their operating parameters to optimize SE
and network capacity.

B. Motivation for Employing Full-Duplex Cognitive Radios

Traditional CR nodes rely on the “Listen-before-Talk”
protocol to get access to the spectrum, i.e., perform the
spectrum sensing to identify spectrum holes. This protocol
has two drawbacks: transmission time loss due to sensing,
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and sensing accuracy impairment due to data transmission.
More specifically, data transmission is split into discontinuous
small slots, and part of transmission time is sacrificed for
the sensing process. Moreover, sensing impairment occurs
since SUs cannot sense the channel during their transmission,
thus interfering with the possible primary user transmissions.
By enabling FD operation in CRNs, continuous spectrum
sensing, and transmission as well as simultaneous transmission
and reception over the same idle channel can be established.
Furthermore, SUs can vacate the spectrum once a licensed
user becomes active and reclaims the spectrum. This protocol
is called “Listen-and-Talk” [201].

C. Full-Duplex Cognitive Radio Network Architectures

1) Interweave Architecture: With this, FD radios can be
utilized at the secondary transmitter to enable simultaneous
sensing and transmission (Fig. 9a). A practical study of this
type of FD CRN has been first developed in [202], where
directional multi-configurable antennas have been utilized to
mitigate the SI at the FD radios. The superiority of the
FD CRN over the HD CRN in terms of the transmission
range and rate has been reported in [202]. The contribution
in [203] evaluated the effects of in-phase/quadrature-phase
imbalance in FD-based EDs in both non-cooperative and
cooperative spectrum sensing scenarios and showed that the in-
phase/quadrature-phase imbalance and residual SI significantly
degrade the sensing accuracy of FD-based CRNs. Performance
of FD generalized frequency division multiplexing transceivers
operating in the presence of phase noise, IQ imbalance, CFO,
and nonlinear power amplifier has been studied in [204], and
power allocation was determined to maximize the sum-rate of
the secondary link.

2) Underlay Architecture: In FD CRNs with underlay
architecture, FD operation can be deployed in two scenarios
(Fig. 9b): 1) bidirectional secondary transmission: secondary
user pairs transmit and receive over the licensed bands, 2)
cognitive FD relay networks: FD relay is used in the sec-
ondary network (SN), which is called the secondary relay, to
assist the transmissions between the secondary transmitter and
secondary receiver(s). In both scenarios, transmit power of
the secondary transmitter (and secondary relay) is controlled
to keep the interference on the primary network (PN) below
a tolerable value. Determining the power level that should
be allocated to the SUs (including secondary transmitter and
secondary relay) is a challenging task. This problem has
been addressed in bidirectional secondary transmission with
SISO [205] and MIMO [206] SUs. In [205], the optimal
transmit powers for the secondary network have been derived
such that the throughput of K secondary links is maximized
subject to the primary network outage constraint. Results
in [205], show that depending on the SIS capabilities of
the SUs, switching between the FD and HD modes at the
secondary network can improve the throughput. In [206],
an MSE-based transceiver design to minimize the symbol
error probability of MIMO SUs, which experience inter-user
interference and suffer from SI has been investigated, while
the quality of PUs within the range of secondary signals are
guaranteed.
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(a) Interweave
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Fig. 9: FD-enabled CRNs architectures. Primary network,
secondary network, transmitter, secondary transmitter, primary
receiver, and secondary receiver are denoted by PN, SN, PTx,
STx, PRx, SRx, respectively.

The performance of the underlay CRNs is subordinated to
the channel statistics of the interference links from the SUs
to the PUs. Therefore, it is highly likely that SUs transmit
with lower power levels, thus, the reliability and coverage of
their transmissions are substantially affected. To tackle this
concern, cooperative relaying has been introduced in CRNs
to maintain the performance of the SUs within acceptable
ranges, without increasing the transmit power, while meeting
interference constraints at the primary receiver [190]. Adopt-
ing FD relay nodes in these networks can achieve remarkable
improvement in SE over the conventional cognitive HD relay
networks [207]. Several research efforts have been devoted
towards developing functionalities such as power allocation,
relay selection, and relay mode selection to improve the
performance of the underlay cognitive FD relay networks.
Two power allocation policies have been proposed in [207],
to minimize the overall outage probability of cognitive FD
relay network. This work has been extended in [208], where
direct-link transmission between secondary transmitter and
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receiver is considered to provide an additional diversity path.
Nevertheless, a major practical concern with [207], [208] is
that the maximum transmit power available at the secondary
nodes is considered to be unbounded. In [209], SE and EE
of the cognitive FD multi-hop relay networks have been
studied and optimal power allocation policies for EE (SE)
maximization under minimum SE (EE) requirement have been
developed.

In multi-relay cognitive FD relay networks, to avoid spec-
trum loss due to the orthogonal channel assignment between
the relay, the method of the relay selection can be ap-
plied [210], [211]. Opportunistic FD relay selection scheme in
underlay CRNs over independent Nakagami-m fading chan-
nels and Rayleigh fading channels were studied in [210]. It
is shown that opportunistic FD relay selection with moderate
SNR links is a good solution for treating the trade-off between
the improved outage probability and the performance degra-
dation due to the SI. The authors in [211], derived the outage
probability for three relay selection schemes in cognitive FD
relay networks, by considering the effects of the interference
power constraint at the primary receiver, maximum transmit
power constraint at the secondary nodes, and the residual
SI at the relay. Performance of the opportunistic FD relay
selection in underlay CRNs and over the Nakagami-m fading
environment was analyzed in [212], and the diversity gain of
the relay selection in the presence/absence of the direct source-
destination link has been derived. An adaptive transmission
scheme has been proposed in [213], where transmission mode
selection among FD relaying, HD relaying, and direct trans-
mission is investigated, such that the instantaneous capacity of
the system is maximized.

3) Overlay Architecture: In FD CRN with overlay architec-
ture, SUs simultaneously sense the spectrum for any primary
user activity and appropriately change the characteristics of the
CR transmitted signal to avoid interference with PUs (Fig. 9c).
In this context, the achievable primary-secondary rate region
was characterized in [214], where the FD secondary relay
forwards the primary signal and at the same time transmits its
own secondary signal. Results in [214] have shown that the FD
and hybrid-duplex schemes can greatly enlarge the rate region
compared to the HD mode. Spectrum awareness/efficiency
trade-off for overlay paradigm with FD-enabled SUs has been
considered in [205], wherein an efficient adaptive strategy for
the secondary user link to switch between the transmit-and-
sense and transmit-and-receive mode has been determined. A
spectrum-sharing protocol was proposed in [215] in which the
secondary relay node employs orthogonal frequency division
modulation (OFDM) to receive primary signals over a subset
of subcarriers while transmitting its own signals over the
remaining subcarriers, and the joint optimization of spectrum
partition and power allocation was studied. This work has been
extended for FD-based two-way OFDM relaying in [216],
where a secondary relay node assists bidirectional communi-
cation between a pair of primary nodes and thus, as a reward,
it is allowed to use some of OFDM subcarriers to transmit
its own messages to a secondary receiver node. Specifically,
the proposed spectrum sharing protocol in [216] is comprised
of two time slots: in the first time slot, the two primary

nodes transmit to the secondary relay over the same subset
of subcarriers and meanwhile the FD-capable secondary relay
transmits to the secondary sink over the remaining subcarriers;
in the second time slot, the secondary relay broadcasts the
superimposed version of the primary signals over possibly
another subset of subcarriers and continues the transmission
to the secondary sink over the remaining subcarriers.

4) Hybrid Architecture: The FD capability in a CRN can
be achieved by a combination of any two or more paradigms.
Hybrid architectures lead to a more efficient spectrum use [27].
In particular, the hybrid CR approach allows the secondary
network to transmit in both the presence and absence of the
primary transmission. This minimizes data loss and trans-
mission interruption for channel sensing. Hence, it enhances
spectrum utilization, improving overall network capacity [27].
However, these benefits come at the cost of increased energy
consumption and hardware complexity [27]. Hybrid DSA for
the secondary network has been proposed in [217], consisting
of underlay and interweave architectures over the states of ac-
tivity and inactivity of the primary user, respectively. With the
aim of improving the EE, the number of sensing samples and
transmission bit rates over underlay and interweave approaches
have been optimized in [217]. The authors in [218] proposed
adaptive spectrum sharing schemes for the traditional FD-
enabled interweave, underlay, overlay, and hybrid structures,
taking the EE into consideration. The proposed schemes allow
the SUs to adaptively access the licensed spectrum, provided
that PUs’ traffic arrives at a low rate and EE gains exist.
Table VIII shows a number of existing contributions to FD
CRNs at a glance.

D. Case Study and Discussion

Consider the underlay FD CRN in Fig. 9b, where FD
secondary relay is equipped with N receive and M transmit
antennas, while all other nodes have single antennas. Let
vR ∈ CN×1 and wT ∈ CM×1 denote linear receiver
and precoder at the secondary relay, respectively, satisfying
∥vR∥2 = 1 and ∥wT ∥2 = 1. Since secondary transmitter and
secondary relay transmit their signal at the same time over
the same spectrum, the primary receiver receives interference
from secondary receiver and secondary relay simultaneously.
Therefore, transmit powers at the secondary transmitter and
secondary relay must be constrained as

PS |hSP |2 + PR|h†
RPwT |2 ≤ Ith, (16)

where hSP and hRP be the channel for secondary transmitter
to primary receiver and secondary relay to primary receiver
link, respectively; Ith is the maximum tolerable interference
level at the primary receiver; PS and PR are the transmission
powers of the secondary transmitter and secondary relay,
respectively. Assuming that the received interference at the
secondary relay and secondary receiver from the primary
network is negligible, the SINR at the secondary relay and
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TABLE VIII: Summary on technical contribution on FD-enabled CRNs.

Literature Sharing Structure Technical Contribution
[202] Interweave Practical study of the FD CRN.
[203], [204] Interweave Performance evaluation in the presence of hardware impairments.
[205], [206] Underlay Bidirectional secondary transmission, performance analysis.
[207]–[209] Underlay Cognitive FD relay networks, resource allocation.
[210]–[212] Underlay Cognitive FD relay networks, relay selection.
[213] Underlay Cognitive FD relay networks, relay mode selection.
[214] Overlay Beamforming design to improve primary-cognitive rate region.
[205] Overlay Performance analysis: secondary user collision probability, the

secondary user throughput, and the primary user outage probability
[215], [216] Overlay Protocol design for one-way/two-way OFDM relaying.
[217] Hybrid Dynamic spectrum access design for secondary network to operate

in interweave and/or underlay modes.
[218] Hybrid Adaptive spectrum sharing design with EE perspective.

secondary receiver are respectively as follows:

γSR =
|v†

RhSR|2PS

αPR|v†
RGwT |2 + σ2

n

, (17)

γSRx =
|h†

RDwT |2PR

PS |hSD|2 + σ2
n

, (18)

where hSR ∈ CN×1, hRD ∈ CM×1, and hSD denote
the channel for secondary transmitter to secondary relay,
secondary relay to secondary receiver, and secondary trans-
mitter to secondary receiver links in the secondary system,
respectively; G ∈ CN×M is the SI channel.

A general optimization problem to minimize the outage
probability of the secondary network, subject to the interfer-
ence constraint at the secondary network, can be formulated
as

min
wT ,vR,PS ,PR≥0

Oout = Pr
(
min(γSR, γSRx) < ηFD

)
(19a)

s.t PS |hSP |2 + PR|h†
RPwT |2 ≤ Ith, (19b)

where the Oout is the outage probability of the secondary
network and ηFD is the required SINR in the CRN. Alternating
optimization approach can be used to solve (19) suboptimally
by alternately optimizing vR, wT , and transmission powers
in an iterative manner until the convergence is achieved. For
any given vR and wT , when the total sum of the transmis-
sion powers at the secondary receiver and secondary relay
are constrained, the outage probability is minimized when
γSR = γSRx [207]. Therefore, PS and PR are satisfied as

min
PS ,PR≥0

|v†
RhSR|2PS

αPR|v†
RGwT |2 + σ2

n

=
|h†

RDwT |2PR

PS |hSD|2 + σ2
n

, (20a)

s.t PS |hSP |2 + PR|h†
RPwT |2 ≤ Ith. (20b)

The optimal transmission powers PS and PR are roots of a
quadratic equation. Now, for given PS and PR, the optimal
receiver and transmit precoders are obtained by solving

min
vR,wT

|v†
RhSR|2PS

αPR|v†
RGwT |2 + σ2

n

=
|h†

RDwT |2PR

PS |hSD|2 + σ2
n

, (21a)

s.t PS |hSP |2 + PR|h†
RPwT |2 ≤ Ith. (21b)
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Fig. 10: The outage probability of underlay FD/HD CRN
SINR for Ith = 0dB, α = −80 dB, and ηFD = 10dB.

Fig. 10 shows the outage probability of the secondary
network for optimal and equal power allocations. As expected,
the former outperforms the latter. Although an error floor
occurs in the high SNR region due to residual interference,
the optimal power allocation scheme’s error floor occurs in
a higher SNR region than that of the equal power allocation
scheme. This is because the optimal power allocation scheme
balances the SINRs at the secondary relay and secondary
network to minimize outage probability. Thus, regardless of
SNR and SIR regions, the outage performance of the FD CRN
using optimal power allocation is superior to equal power
allocation. We further consider the HD CRN, wherein the
optimization problem in (19), reduces to

min
wT ,vR,PS ,PR≥0

OHD
out = Pr

(
γHD < ηHD

)
, (22a)

s.t PS |hSP |2 ≤ Ith, (22b)

PR|h†
RPwT |2 ≤ Ith, (22c)

where γHD = min
(

PS |v†
RhSR|2
σ2
n

,
|h†

RDwT |2PR

σ2
n

)
. We can apply

fixed MRC/MRT processing design at the HD secondary relay
and then solve the optimization problem (22) to determine the
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optimal values for PS and PR. From Fig. 10, we observe that
FD CRN achieves superior outage performance compared to
HD CRN over the entire SNR range. This is due to the fact
that to maintain the same throughput, the HD CRN system
needs to double its transmission rate, thereby resulting in a
higher outage probability.

E. Future Research Direction

Despite its appealing advantages, FD operation brings new
challenges to the CRNs. More importantly, the received signal
for sensing is impaired by the residual SI, and the quality of
the sensing process is degraded. Moreover, spectrum sensing in
FD CRNs demands high sampling rates and resolution, ADCs
with a large dynamic range, and also high-speed processing
units. This is because the RF components need to both sense
a wide spectrum range and at the same time mitigate the
SI [28]. Therefore, efficient use of FD in CRNs requires a
redesign of network protocols (MAC, network, and physical
layer), signal processing techniques, and resource allocation
algorithms [27]. More precisely, MAC layer problems, such
as hidden terminals, congestion, as well as packet losses and
delays, and network layer issues, such as spatial reuse and
asynchronous contention, demand extra considerations [219].

VI. FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATION AND NOMA

NOMA allows multiple users with different channel states
to simultaneously share identical wireless resources, thus,
NOMA is promising to achieve low latency massive access for
future wireless networks. In the seminal work [220], Saito et
al. introduced NOMA as an alternative to orthogonal multiple-
access (OMA) techniques, which can improve the throughput
and user-fairness over SISO channels. NOMA can reduce
latency by serving multiple users on the given radio resources
at the same time, instead of keeping some users waiting for
available radio resources. NOMA can broadly be divided into
power-domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) and code-domain NOMA
(CD-NOMA) [79]. In conventional PD-NOMA, more power
is allocated to the UE with weak channel conditions (also
termed as NOMA far UE) to ensure user fairness (Fig. 11).
The capacity region of this broadcast channel is achieved
by applying superposition coding at the BS and deploying
successive interference cancellation (SIC) at the UE with the
stronger channel conditions (also termed as NOMA near UE),
to decode its signal free of interference. Nevertheless, this
method cannot guarantee meeting the QoS requirements of all
UEs. To deal with this challenge, a variation of PD-NOMA,
called cognitive-radio inspired NOMA, has been introduced,
which ensures that some or all UE’s QoS requirements are
satisfied [221]. With CD-NOMA, different UEs are assigned
different codes and are then multiplexed over the same time-
frequency resources. Multiple access with low-density spread-
ing (LDS) [222], sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [223],
and pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [224] are typical
examples of CD-NOMA.

A. Full-Duplex PD-NOMA

1) Full-Duplex Cooperative PD-NOMA: Integration of co-
operative communication with NOMA to support far-distance

SIC for UE’s 2

UE 1

UE 1

UE 2

UE 2

Power

Frequency

signal
UE’s 1 signal

decoding

UE’s 2 signal
decoding

Fig. 11: DL PD-NOMA model with two users.

NOMA users has been widely studied in the literature [225],
[226]. In cooperative NOMA networks, users or dedicated
relays cooperate to improve the communication reliability at
the far users. The former scheme is termed as user-assisted
cooperative NOMA [225], while the latter is known as relay-
assisted cooperative NOMA [226]. However, this performance
improvement is achieved at the price of SE loss, due to
the additional time resources required for the cooperation,
which, on the other hand, might offset the SE gain promised
by NOMA systems. The appealing advantages of FD radios
have attracted a great deal of interest in investigating FD
user-assisted cooperative [227]–[230] and FD relay-assisted
cooperative [231]–[237] (c.f Fig. 12), from various aspects,
such as performance analysis [227], [228], [231], [232], beam-
forming design [229], [235], antenna selection [233], and user
selection [234]. In [237], an FD cooperative NOMA scheme
has been proposed, where FD NOMA users desire to exchange
messages with the assistance of an FD relaying node under
DaF protocol. The common finding of these research studies
indicates that compared to the HD cooperative NOMA system,
the FD cooperative NOMA system achieves lower outage
probability for NOMA UEs, and attains higher ergodic sum
capacity in the low to moderate SNR regimes. Moreover, by
deploying beamforming techniques at the FD multi-antenna
relay, these performance gains are further enhanced.

2) Full-Duplex Cellular PD-NOMA Networks: NOMA can
be considered for simultaneous UL and DL transmissions in
cellular networks to support multi-user transmission [238]–
[241]. More specifically, by pairing multiple UL users and
multiple DL users, NOMA can be applied at the FD BS.
In DL NOMA, users with stronger channel conditions can
decode and cancel messages of users with weaker channel
conditions before decoding their own messages, whereas users
with the weakest channel conditions decode their messages
first, treating other users’ messages as noise. In UL NOMA,
BS performs successive decoding and cancellation of different
users’ data, ranked by their channel strength [240]. User
pairing and resource allocation are the main challenges to
implement the NOMA-aided FD cellular networks. Resource
allocation algorithm design for a single-cell multi-carrier
NOMA system with an FD BS has been studied in [239],
aiming at the maximization of the weighted sum throughput of
the system. In [240], the authors studied the problem of mode
selection, dynamic user association, and power optimization
in a multi-cell FD-enabled network operating in NOMA. The
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Fig. 12: FD cooperative NOMA architectures.

benefits of operating in HD or FD, as well as in OMA
or NOMA modes, depending on traffic conditions, network
density, and SI cancellation capabilities at the FD BSs have
been quantified. Power-saving gains achieved by using NOMA
in the IBFD HetNets have been investigated in [241], where
the QoS requirement of users is considered. Table IX shows
a significant body of work on FD-based NOMA.

B. Case Study and Discussion

Consider the relay-assisted cooperative NOMA system in
Fig. 13b, where the relay is equipped with N receive anten-
nas and M transmit antennas. Assume that BS transmits a
combination of the intended messages to both UEs as

s[n] =
√
PSa1x1[n] +

√
PSa2x2[n], (23)

where PS is the BS transmit power, xi, i ∈ {1, 2} denotes
the information symbol intended for UEi, and ai denotes
the power allocation coefficient, such that a1 + a2 = 1 and
a1 < a2. Let h1 denote the channel between the BS and UE1,
f1 ∈ CM×1 be the channel between the FD relay and UE1,
denoted by inter-user channel. We model f1 ∼ CN (0, k1λf1),
where the parameter k1 presents the strength of inter-user
interference. By invoking the NOMA principle, the effective
SINR of UE2 observed at UE1 can be written as

γ1,2 =
PSa2|h1|2

PSa1|h1|2 + PR|f†1wT |2 + σ2
n1

, (24)

where PR is the relay transmit power and σ2
n1

is the noise
power at UE1. If UE1 cancels the UE2’s signal, the SINR at
UE1 can be expressed as

γ1 =
PSa1|h1|2

PR|f†1wT |2 + σ2
n1

. (25)

Now, let vR ∈ CN×1 be the combining receiver at the FD
relay, h2 ∈ CN×1 is the channel vector of the BS-relay link,
and where f2 ∈ CM×1 be the channel vector of the relay-UE2

link. The FD relay decodes the information intended for UE2
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Fig. 13: Comparison between the FD NOMA, HD NOMA,
and HD OMA for M = 3, N = 5, a1 = 0.1, a2 = 0.9,
α = −70 dB, and k1 = 0.01.

treating the symbol of UE1 as interference. Hence, the SINR
at the FD relay can be expressed as

γR =
PSa2|v†

Rh2|2

PSa1|v†
Rh2|2+PR|v†

RGwT |2 + σ2
R

, (26)

where σ2
R denotes the noise power at relay and G ∈ CN×M

is the SI channel. Finally, the SNR at UE2 is given by

γR,2 =
PR

σ2
n2

|f†2wT |2, (27)

where σ2
n2

denotes the noise power at UE2. Therefore, the
achievable rate of the UE1 and UE2 can be respectively
obtained as

RUE1 = log2

(
1+

PSa1|h1|2

PR|fT1 wT |2 + σ2
n1

)
,

RUE2 = log2

(
1 + min

(
γ1,2, γR, γR,2

))
. (28)

Fig. 13 shows the achievable per-user rate and sum-rate
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TABLE IX: FD-enabled NOMA systems.

Category Literature System Setup Main Contributions
Cooperative

(user-assisted)
[227] DL, SISO Outage performance analysis
[228] DL, SISO Error rate probability analysis for pulse amplitude modulation and

quadrature amplitude modulation
[229] DL, SISO Outage probability and ergodic sum-rate with optimal power allocation
[230] DL, SISO Outage performance analysis and relaying protocol design

Cooperative
(relay-assisted)

[231], [232] DL, SISO Outage probability and ergodic sum-rate analysis
[233] DL, MIMO Outage probability and ergodic sum-rate analysis, antenna selection
[234] DL, multi-antenna relay Outage probability analysis, beamforming design and user selection
[235] DL, multi-antenna relay Beamforming design for end-to-end throughput maximization
[236] UL and DL, SISO Ergodic capacity and outage performance analysis for cooperative

relay sharing
[237] Two-way relaying Outage probability and ergodic rate analysis

Cellular [238] Single-cell, SISO Feasibility analysis of FD NOMA over HD NOMA
[239] Single-cell, SISO Joint power and subcarrier allocation
[240] Multi-cell, SISO Resource optimization and mode selection
[241] HetNets, SISO Power control to enable aggressive frequency reuse

of FD and HD cooperative NOMA systems, under the same
transmit power constraint. Results for the HD cooperative
OMA system have been included as a benchmark. For the
FD cooperative NOMA system, two different beamforming
designs, namely ZF/MRT and MRC/MRT are considered at
the FD relay, where ZF/MRT completely cancels the SI at
the relay. It is observed that FD NOMA provides a larger
achievable sum-rate, i.e., RUE1

+ RUE2
, compared to the

HD counterparts in low to moderate PS regime. From the
individual achievable rate point of view, both FD NOMA and
HD NOMA are inferior to HD OMA in moderate to high
transmit power regimes, due to interference at the relay caused
by the signal intended for the UE1. However, FD NOMA
significantly improves the achievable rate of UE1 compare to
the HD counterparts. These results suggest designing a hybrid-
duplex scheme, which switched between the FD NOMA and
HD OMA, over the low-to-moderate and high transmit power
regimes, respectively. However, the performance improvement
is achieved at the expense of higher hardware complexity and
power consumption requirements for mode-switching circuits.

C. Future Research Direction

Possible future research directions areas in NOMA cellular
networks under FD operation (especially for HetNets NOMA
scenarios) are dynamic mode selection, resource allocation,
and user pairing in ultra-dense network environments as well
as developing distributed algorithms for interference man-
agement. Another promising extension is to investigate the
potential gains achieved by these functionalities, under the
imperfection of NOMA, e.g., imperfect channel estimation and
imperfect SIC. Moreover, optimizing the network performance
for latency and reliability requirements is an interesting future
direction. Other issues such as hardware complexity for SIC
in multi-cell NOMA need further investigation [242].

Moreover, the potential gains of FD in CD-NOMA have
not been fully addressed. To reap the benefits of both SCMA
and FD in ultra-reliable and low-latency communications
(URLLCs), Zeng. et al. [243] proposed an SCMA-enhanced
FD scheme, in which an FD next generation node B (gNB)
supports several SCMA users in UL and DL simultane-

ously. By using pseudo-orthogonal codebooks for UL and
DL users, the UL-to-DL interference can be distinguished and
accordingly canceled. The latency-constrained reliability per-
formance in short-packet transmissions has been analyzed and
its superiority over the existing schemes has been proved in
the presence of imperfect SI. The proposed FD-SCMA scheme
in [243], can guarantee the low-latency short-packet transmis-
sions with adequately high reliability in various Internet-of-
Things (IoT) scenarios. The exploitation of FD technology
for CD-NOMA is still in its infancy and remains a topic for
future research.

VII. FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATION AND SECURITY

Because of the intrinsic broadcast nature of wireless
communication networks, confidentiality, and secret trans-
mission have always been one of the most challenging re-
search problems. New powerful computing techniques such
as quantum computing, which offers enormous processing
power for deciphering, weaken the effectiveness of the tra-
ditional cryptography-based approaches. As an alternative or
complementary approach to conventional cryptography meth-
ods, physical-layer-based wireless security methods have been
developed. In general, they involve three main concepts:

• PLS: The main principle of the PLS is to secure the
transmitting data from potential external eavesdroppers
and/or internal eavesdroppers (also known as untested
users), by exploiting the physical characteristics of the
wireless medium such as noise, fading channel, and in-
terference [244], [245]. We can categorize eavesdroppers
into two general classes; i) passive Eaves, who overhear
legitimate messages silently, ii) active Eaves, who can
transmit malicious jamming signals and receive legitimate
signals simultaneously [246]–[248]. In a more powerful
attack, Eaves can collude (colluding Eaves), i.e., they can
share their observations [249]. PLS pioneered by Wyner
in [250] has attained significant interest in security de-
mand wireless applications. A malicious eavesdropper (or
illegitimate user) may attempt to overhear the confidential
transmission between a legitimate source-destination pair.
From the information-theoretic point of view, if the
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source-eavesdropper channel, referred to as the wiretap
channel, is a degraded version of the legitimate source-
destination channel, data can be transmitted at a rate
close to the intended channel capacity. Therefore, secure
communication can be established. The level of security
is quantified by the “secrecy capacity”, defined as the
maximum transmission rate at which the message can be
reliably decoded at the legitimate receiver without leaking
any valuable information to eavesdropping receivers. A
detailed explanation of performance metrics for PLS can
be found in [251].

• Covert communication: This aims to enable wireless
transmission with negligible detection probability by
unauthorized parties, ensuring the privacy of the trans-
mitter. This is achieved by guaranteeing end-to-end covert
communication and making the transmitter ”invisible” to
unauthorized parties. Many application scenarios require
this level of privacy, including covert military opera-
tions, location tracking in vehicular ad-hoc networks, and
intercommunication of sensor networks or IoT [252]–
[254]. For example, it can help to conceal the location
information of transmitters in vehicular networks, where
exposing location information can be a critical privacy
concern. The covert rate, which represents the achievable
rate subject to a detection error probability constraint,
serves as a fundamental metric for evaluating the security
performance of covert communication. A high covert rate
indicates that the communication is well-protected against
detection, while a low covert rate indicates the risk of
unauthorized parties detecting the transmission.

• Proactive eavesdropping: Eavesdroppers can be consid-
ered legitimate monitors for wireless surveillance. Wire-
less communication links are potential deems for illegal
activities by criminals or terrorists, who may jeopardize
public safety. This is more challenging by spreading the
infrastructure-free communications scenarios, as the ille-
gal information may not be accessible to core infrastruc-
ture, making this more convenient for illegal activities.
To deal with this scenario, a new wireless communication
surveillance paradigm called proactive eavesdropping has
emerged [255]. Cognitive jamming and spoofing relaying
are two main approaches in proactive eavesdropping,
where a legitimate monitor or spoofing relay purposely
intervenes in the suspicious link. The authors in [255]
coined the term “eavesdropping rate”, defined as the
difference between the monitor and illegal receiver rate,
to evaluate the performance.

A. Full-Duplex Communication and Physical Layer Security

To achieve the PLS, a great number of approaches have been
proposed for various types of networks, including artificial
noise (AN) transmission to confuse the eavesdropper [256],
signal processing and beamforming to steer precoding vectors
and inject AN to impair the information reception of potential
eavesdroppers [251], [257], and cooperative jamming and
relay-based PLS techniques [258]. Notably, with FD radios,
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Fig. 14: FD-enabled PLS in point-to-point communication.

these approaches can be exploited more effectively, while the
available resources can be utilized more efficiently.

Self-protection scheme in point-to-point communications
(Alice-Bob), where the legitimate receiver (Bob) is equipped
with an FD transceiver to simultaneously receive information
from the legitimate transmitter (Alice) and transmit AN (c.f.
Fig. 14a), has been introduced in [259]. The secrecy rate
optimization for both cases of known and unknown CSI of
the Eave has been studied. Akgun et al. [260] extended the
prior work to a multiuser scenario with multiple Eaves, where
the transmitter is equipped with multi-antenna to steer different
aligned beams towards each user. Siyari et al. [261] proposed
a game-theoretic power control approach in an interference
network (multiple legitimate links share the same bandwidth,
thus interfering with one another) tapped by an external Eave.
Each link seeks to maximize its secrecy rate by determining
the best power assignment for the information transmission
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from Alice, and for jamming signals transmitted by Alice
and FD Bob. In [262], PLS of a two-tier heterogeneous
decentralized wireless network under a stochastic geometry
framework has been investigated, where the second tier is an
overlaid tier that has secrecy considerations and is deployed
with more powerful FD receivers to radiate jamming signals to
confuse Eaves. By using tools from the stochastic geometry,
the secrecy performance of the HetNets with FD users was
characterized in [263] in the presence of friendly jammers.
Jammers are selected to transmit a jamming signal if their
interfering power on the scheduled users is below a threshold,
meanwhile, the scheduled users confound the Eaves using AN,
relying on their FD capabilities. The authors in [264], analyzed
the secrecy performance of wireless networks with randomly
located independent and colluding Eaves, which relies on the
use of transmit antenna selection at the BS and an FD jamming
scheme at the users.

The results in [264] show that the reduction in the secrecy
outage probability is logarithmic in the number of antennas
used for transmit antenna selection and identifies conditions,
under which HD operation should be used instead of FD
jamming at the users. In [247], a MIMO Alice-Bob wiretap
channel with an active Eve (c.f. Fig. 14b), who can trans-
mit and receive in FD fashion by appropriately allocating
its antennas for transmission or reception, has been studied
with linear precoder and receiver design at the Alice and
Bob, respectively. The authors in [248], characterized the
superiority of a cooperative jamming scheme, where a multi-
antenna jammer transmits AN to confound both active and
passive eavesdroppers (c.f. Fig. 14c), over the conventional
AN scheme in [247] with much lower complexity cost.

Nevertheless, it is not feasible in practice to upgrade the
mobile users to the FD design, due to the high complexity of
the receiver and cost of FD radios. To address this challenge,
FD radios can be shifted to the infrastructures (i.e., BS in cellu-
lar networks or intermediate relay nodes). PLS in FD cellular
networks to provide secure communication to both UL and
DL HD users has been considered in [265]–[268].The authors
in [265], designed joint information and AN beamforming at
the FD BS to guarantee the PLS of single-antenna HD UL
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Fig. 16: Cooperative jamming with AN transmission, FD relay,
and passive Eave.

and DL users, under the idealist assumption of there is no SI
and co-channel interference in the network (c.f. Fig. 15). By
considering both SI and co-channel interference, an extension
of the prior work has been investigated in [266]. In [267],
the trade-off between the DL and UL transmit power in FD
cellular systems has been analyzed to secure simultaneous
DL and UL transmissions. The imperfections of the CSI of
the links between FD BS and Eave, the link between the UL
user and Eave, and the co-channel interference link have been
considered to design AN transmission and beamforming of the
information-carrying signal. In order to mitigate the effect of
SI, co-channel interference, and multiuser interference, a user-
grouping-based fractional time model relying either on perfect
CSI or on statistical CSI was investigated in [268]. By contrast,
prior works, in the face of realistic CSI error concerning a
multi-antenna Eave, joint design of the beamforming vector
of the confidential signal and the covariance matrix of the AN
at the FD BS has been studied in [70]. Alageli et al. [269]
investigated the impact of an undetected concurrent spoofing-
jamming attack from an FD multi-antenna Eave on a Bob in a
MIMO system. It reveals that the Eave can optimize the trade-
off between spoofing-jamming powers and antenna subsets
to minimize the ergodic rate difference, destroying legitimate
communication security with a small number of antennas and
a power budget equivalent to that of the attacked Bob.

Deploying an FD relay is, on one hand, an efficient approach
to increase the desired rate between the transmitter and re-
ceiver and is on the other hand a natural approach to improve
the PLS. In these cases, relays or even destinations can be
used as helpers to provide jamming signals to confuse the
eavesdropper. This approach is often referred to as cooperative
jamming [245], [270]–[273]. More specifically, the authors
of [271] proposed an FD cooperative jamming scheme, where
relay plays two different roles as relay and friendly jammer
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monitor.

into two consecutive phases as illustrated in Fig. 16. Despite
the conventional FD relay systems, each transmission takes
place in two phases: in the first phase, the relay transmits
AN to confuse the Eave, while receiving the signal from
the source (Alice). In the second phase, while the relay is
forwarding the confidential signal to the destination (Bob), the
source transmits AN to jam the Eave. Therefore, Eave always
receives information from one node and jamming signals from
another. The authors in [274] presented an experimental FD
transceiver that transmits a frequency-sweeping continuous-
waveform signal, commonly seen in low-cost radars, to prevent
an eavesdropper from correctly interpreting a WLAN signal,
while still being able to receive the same signal. The FD radio
transceiver employs the analog baseband domain SIS by using
a passive highpass filter.

It has been shown that, when the target secrecy rate is small,
the proposed scheme outperforms the FD relaying scheme
without jamming. However, when the target secrecy rate
becomes larger, the converse holds. The cooperative jamming
has been extended into multi-hop FD relay networks in [275],
where each FD relay receives the information signal from the
previous node as well as transmits the jamming signal to the
Eave at the same time. In the presence of an active FD Eave,
the authors of [246], studied the potential benefits of an FD
radio node in terms of improving the secrecy data rate, where
the FD node (FD relay in the cooperative scenario and FD
receiver for the point-to-point scenario) can simultaneously
act as jammer and a receiver. Shafie et al. [276] investigated
the secrecy performance with buffer-aided FD relay, where
switches between the HD and FD modes to further enhance the
security of the legitimate system. In [277], the relay selection
problem has been considered for an FD multi-hop relay
network with multiple source-destination pairs and multiple
colluding and non-colluding eavesdroppers.

Numerous studies have explored the use of FD, beamform-
ing, and AN in various secrecy scenarios, including coopera-
tive networks with an untrustworthy relay (i.e., the relay acts
as Eave) [278], NOMA networks [279], UAV networks [280].

B. Full-Duplex Communication and Proactive Eavesdropping

Proactive eavesdropping with cognitive jamming has been
first proposed in the pioneer work [255], [281], where the legit-
imate monitor, operating in an FD manner, transmit jamming
signal toward the suspicious receiver to degrade the rate of the

Receiver (Bob)

SI

Transmitter

Willie

(Allice)

Fig. 18: FD covert communications.

link and induce the suspicious source to reduce its transmission
rate, as shown in Fig. 17. The works in [282] and [283]
extended the single antenna monitor in [255], [281] to the
multi-antenna scenario and designed beamforming vectors to
maximize the eavesdropping non-outage probability (ENOP)
and the eavesdropping rate, respectively. In [284], the impact
of imperfect CSI on the ENOP has been investigated and a
robust beamforming design has been developed. To archive
a low-complexity implementation, several antenna selection
schemes have been proposed in [285], where a single transmit
and single receive antenna at the FD monitor are selected to
maximize the ENOP. In [286], a suspicious NOMA network
was considered, and the jamming transmit power and SIC
decoding order were jointly optimized to maximize the number
of successfully eavesdropped suspicious users. The authors
in [287], studied the problem of optimizing the mode and
transmit power of the FD monitor in the presence of mul-
tiple suspicious communication links. Furthermore, proactive
eavesdropping with cognitive jamming and FD monitoring has
been investigated in numerous scenarios, such as cooperative
CRN [288], UAV systems [289]–[291], and bidirectional sus-
picious communication channels [292].

To enhance the eavesdropping capability of the legitimate
monitor, a new approach is a so-called spoofing relay tech-
nique [293]. The legitimate monitor thus acts as a relay to
send spoofing signals toward the suspicious receiver. Depend-
ing on the quality of the eavesdropping link (from the source to
the legitimate monitor), the spoofing relay induces the source
to vary its transmission rate in favor of the eavesdropping rate.
A joint design of spoofing relaying and cooperative jamming
to wiretap the communication between a pair of suspicious
users has been proposed in [294]. Finally, Table X portrays a
summary of the existing major contributions to FD-empowered
secure transmission.

C. Full-Duplex Covert Communication

The main objective of covert communications is to obscure
the presence of wireless transmissions from a watchful ad-
versary, named Willie, while guaranteeing a certain decoding
performance at the intended receiver. Since Willie is normally
passive and never transmits signals, the transmitter (Alice)
cannot easily obtain the CSI of its channel to Willie. Thus,
ZF cannot be readily applied at Alice to avoid detection
at Willie. To this end, the pioneer work in [295] utilized
an FD receiver (Bob) to generate AN to cause detection
error, affecting the decisions at Willie about the presence
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of any covert transmissions. closed-form expressions for the
optimal detection performance and optimum AN power were
presented. The underlying assumption in [295] is Rayleigh
fading channels with known CSI. Then, the authors in [296]
adopted a channel inversion power control strategy to eliminate
the CSI requirement at the FD receiver. Therefore, the CSI
feedback from Alice to Bob is no longer required, which helps
to hide Alice from Willie. The performance of the system
has been examined in terms of the achieved effective covert
throughput, which quantifies the amount of information that
Alice can reliably convey to Bob, subject to the constraint
that Willie’s detection error probability is no less than some
specific value. Moreover, covert communication over non-
coherent Rayleigh fading channels with FD receiver was
studied in [297], where all parties only have access to channel
distribution information. Bob constantly emits AN with fixed
or varying power to cause uncertainty to Willie, and the length
of Bob’s AN emission time is much longer than the covert
transmission time so AN does not provide any additional
information about Alice’s activity. Shu et al. [298] studied
covert communications with delay constraints (i.e., finite block
length) over AWGN channels with the aid of an FD receiver.

The authors in [299] extended the system model of [295]
and combined FD jamming receiver with the multi-antenna
technology for covert communication against warden with
uncertain locations. By determining the worse location for
the warden (from the covert outage probability viewpoint)
the transmission rate, the transmit power, and the jamming
power of covert communication were optimized to maximize
the connection throughput. In addition, [300] studied the ap-
plication of covert communication on FD single-hop mmWave
communication and proposed a joint analog beamforming and
jamming design algorithm to maximize the average cover rate.

In [301], the covert rate of device-to-device communication
underlaid cellular networks consisting of a BS, a cellular user,
a device-to-device pair with an FD receiver, and a warden
is studied. By assuming that the device-to-device receiver can
operate over either the FD or HD mode, this work investigates
the covert rate maximization problem to jointly optimize the
transmit powers of the device-to-device pair and the cellular
user as well as receiver mode assignment.

Moreover, the covert communication rate of a wireless
relaying system was characterized in [302]. To improve the
covert rate, a joint relay power control and duplex mode
selection that flexibly switches between the FD and HD modes,
depending on the state of the relay SI channel, has been pro-
posed. The authors show that a suitable mode can be selected
to support various applications with different requirements on
covert rate and power consumption.

D. Case Study and Discussion

Consider a legitimate surveillance wireless communication
system as shown in Fig. 17, where an FD multi-antenna BS
acts as a monitor. BS overhears the suspicious link between a
suspicious transmitter-receiver pair via N receive antennas and
sends a jamming signal via M antennas to force the suspicious
transmitter to reduce its transmission rate. Therefore, the

received signal at the monitor and suspicious receiver can be
written as

γE =
ρs|v†

Rhse|2

ρe|v†
RGwT |2 + 1

, (29)

and
γD =

ρs|hsd|2

ρe|h†
edwT |2 + 1

, (30)

respectively, where ρs = PS/σ
2
n and ρe = Pe/σ

2
n are the

normalized suspicious source and monitor transmit power,
respectively; vR ∈ CN×1 and wT ∈ CM×1 are the combining
and precoding vectors at the FD monitor; hse ∈ CN×1

and hed ∈ CM×1 are the channel vector of the suspicious
transmitter-monitor and monitor-suspicious receiver link, re-
spectively; hsd denotes the direct link between the suspicious
pair and G ∈ CN×M is the SI channel.

We consider the ENOP as a performance metric, denoted
by E{X}, where the indicator function X denotes the event of
successful eavesdropping at the legitimate monitor, and [281]

E{X} =

{
1 if γE ≥ γD,

0 otherwise.
(31)

We now present a joint design of the transmit precoder and
receive combining vector at the monitor, which is obtained by
solving the optimization problem

max
vR,wT

E{X} = Pr(γE ≥ γD), (32a)

s.t ∥vR∥2 = ∥wT ∥2 = 1. (32b)

We notice that vR only appears in γE . Moreover, for given
wT , γE is a generalized Rayleigh ratio problem, which can
be globally maximized when [282]

v∗
R =

(
ρeGwTw

†
TG

† + IN
)−1

hse∥∥(ρeGwTw
†
TG

† + IN
)−1

hse

∥∥2 . (33)

We now substitute v∗
R into (32) and define WT = wTw

†
T .

Then, following the proposed approach in [282], by applying
the semi-definite relaxation (SDR) technique to relax the
quadratic terms of the beamformers in the objective function
and constraints and introducing the auxiliary variable t, we
recast the optimization problem (32) as

min
t,wT

|hsd|2

t
+

ρetr(WTG
†hseh

†
seG)

1 + ρetr(WTG†G)
, (34a)

s.t t = 1 + ρetr(WThedh
†
ed), (34b)

WT ⪰ 0, (34c)
tr(WT ) = 1, (34d)
Rank(WT ) = 1. (34e)

To handle the non-convex problem (34), tow-layer optimiza-
tion can be applied [282], [285]. In particular, for the inner
problem, the rank one constraint is dropped and the problem
is solved for given t. To tackle the non-convexity of the inner
problem, caused by the quasi-convex fractional semidefinite
programming (SDP), Charnes and Cooper’s transformation
can be applied to convert fractional SDP into an equivalent
SDP [303]. To this end, let Q = sWT , where positive s
complies with s+ρetr(QG†G) = 1. Hence, the inner problem
is written as [282]
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TABLE X: FD-empowered security.

Secure Concept Literature Scenario Main Contributions

Physical layer
security

[246]–[248] Point-to-point communication,
FD relay

Active eavesdropping

[259], [260] Point-to-point communication,
FD jammer

Optimal design AN covariance matrix and information
beamforming

[261] Multi-link communication, FD
receivers

Optimal power control at transmit and receive side to
maximize secrecy of each individual link

[262], [263] HetNets, FD jammer Stochastic geometry based secrecy analysis
[264] Cellular network, FD jammer Transmit antenna selection at the BS and FD jamming at

the user
[70], [265]–

[268]
Cellular network, FD BS Optimal design AN covariance matrix and information

beamforming
[245], [270]–

[273], [275]
Relay network, FD
relay/destination

Cooperative jamming with beamforming design and se-
crecy performance analysis

Covert
Communication

[295] Point-to-point, FD receiver Optimal transmit power design of the FD receiver’s AN
[296] Point-to-point, FD receiver Channel inversion power control at the transmitter side to

eliminate the CSI requirement at the receiver side
[297] Point-to-point, FD receiver Design fixed AN power and varying AN power over non-

coherent fading channels
[298] Point-to-point, FD receiver Examined the impact of finite block length on covert

communications
[299] Point-to-point, FD receiver and

multi-antenna transmitter
Optimizing transmission rate and jamming power to max-
imize the connection throughput

[300] Point-to-point, FD receiver
over mmWave

e Hybrid precoder and analog jamming design problem for
the maximization of the achievable covert rate

[301] Device-to-device pair with an
FD receiver underlaid cellular
network

Covert rate maximization by jointly optimizing the trans-
mit powers of the device-to-device pair and the cellular
user

[302] Relay system Joint duplex-mode switching and power control at the relay

Proactive
eavesdropping

[255], [281] Point-to-point suspicious link,
FD SISO monitor

Proactive eavesdropping via jamming approach

[282]–[285] Point-to-point suspicious link,
FD MIMO monitor

Beamforming design at the monitor for enhancing the
proactive eavesdropping via jamming

[287] Multiple point-to-point suspi-
cious links, FD monitor

Joint optimizing the monitor’s mode and transmit power

[293] Point-to-point suspicious link,
FD MIMO monitor

Proactive eavesdropping via spoofing relaying

[294] Point-to-point suspicious link,
relay-assisted monitor

Joint design of spoofing relaying and cooperative jamming

f(t) = min
s,Q

ρetr(QG†hseh
†
seG), (35a)

s.t s+ ρetr(QG†G) = 1, (35b)

s(t− 1) = ρetr(Qhedh
†
ed), (35c)

Q ⪰ 0, (35d)
tr(Q) = s, (35e)

where f(t) is the optimal value of problem (35). For given
t, the optimization problem (35) is solved and the optimum
solution f(t) is obtained. Then, the outer layer optimization
problem

(P2-2): min
t

|hsd|2

t
+ f(t), (36a)

s.t 1 ≤ t ≤ 1 + ρe∥hed∥2, (36b)

is solved via one-dimensional line search over t, yielding the
optimal f(t). To this end, SDP problem (35) is solved via
the optimal f(t) obtained from (36), to obtain the optimal
design variable W∗

T = Q∗

s∗ . Noticing that the optimal W∗
T

is guaranteed to be rank-one [282], w∗
T is calculated using

eigenvalue decomposition. Accordingly, by substituting W∗
T

into (33), we obtain v∗
R.

In Fig. 19, we examine the ENOP performance of the op-
timum and sub-optimum beamforming designs at the monitor
under different antenna setups. As a sub-optimum design we
consider ZF/MRT with wMRT

T = hed

∥hed∥2 and vZF
R = Ξhed

∥Ξhed∥

with Ξ = IN − GwMRT
T (wMRT

T )†G†

∥GwMRT
T ∥2 and MRC/MRT design with

wMRT
T and vMRC

R = hse

∥hse∥2 . It is evident that by deploying
more receive antennas than the transmit antennas at the mon-
itor, the ENOP performance is improved and the gap between
the optimum and ZF/MRT design is significantly reduced.
However, due to the presence of SI, the MRC/MRT design
fails to meet the performance specifications of the system,
which demonstrates the importance of the SIS process.

E. Future Research Directions

Existing works in Table X mostly assume that global instan-
taneous CSI is perfectly known for beamforming and covari-
ance matrix design. However, this assumption may not always
hold. In the PLS context, the Eve-related instantaneous CSI
may be hard due to the uncertainty of Eave’s position [304],
[305]. In surveillance scenarios, this process can increase
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Fig. 19: ENOP of the optimum and sub-optimum beamforming
designs for α = −70 dB and PS = 10dBm.

the risk of the monitor being discovered by the suspicious
party with high probability. Therefore, developing FD-assisted
secure communication systems and wireless surveillance sce-
narios relying on the statistical CSI is an interesting research
direction. Furthermore, eavesdroppers and suspicious parties
may exploit wireless technological advances to achieve highly
efficient communication links. For example, they can exploit
UAVs and take advantage of LoS conditions of the air-to-
ground links and the additional spatial degree brought by the
flexible deployment of the UAV [290], [306], [307]. Therefore,
surveillance systems must dynamically monitor the network
conditions to efficiently manage their signaling and related
designs, such as their transmit power and beam direction,
to protect confidential communications from eavesdropping
attacks and public security by legitimately eavesdropping
suspicious wireless communications [307].

VIII. FULL-DUPLEX TRANSMISSIONS AND WIRELESS
ENERGY HARVESTING

EH has gained an upsurge of interest from academia and
industry for prolonging the lifetime of the energy constraint
communications networks [308]. The main EH modes are:

• Wireless power transfer (WPT): it is the transmission
of electrical energy without the need for a physical
connection between the power source and the device
being powered. WPT methods include:

1) Inductive Coupling: This method uses two coils, one
connected to a power source and the other to a device.
When the coils are brought close together, an alternat-
ing current is induced in the receiving coil, which is
then converted into a direct current power supply [309].

2) Resonant Coupling: This method involves using reso-
nant circuits to transfer power wirelessly. A resonant
circuit is a circuit that oscillates at a specific frequency.
By using two resonant circuits tuned to the same
frequency, power can be transferred wirelessly over a
greater distance [309], [310].

3) RF EH: This method involves capturing the energy
present in the surrounding environment, such as radio
waves and EM radiation, and converting it into usable
direct current power. This method is typically used
to power low-power devices, such as sensors. This
involves power transfer to EH devices without any
information transfer [309], [311].

4) Commercial WPT schemes are emerging. For example,
the technical company Xiaomi has recently announced
their self-developed “Mi Air Charge,” delivering up
to 5-W power over the air simultaneously to multiple
devices within a distance of several meters [312].

A. Full-Duplex with WPCN

By applying the FD technique to the WPCN, network
throughput is improved as compared to the conventional HD-
WPCN at the cost of the practical issue of imperfect SI
cancellation at the FD network. In [313], FD-WPCN with
an FD hybrid-access point (H-AP) was proposed to support
simultaneous WPT in DL and wireless information transfer
(WIT) in UL and time allocation to the H-AP for DL WPT and
different users for UL WIT optimized. The authors in [314]
characterized two fundamental optimization problems for the
FD WPCN, namely the sum-throughput maximization problem
and the total time minimization problem. The energy causality
constraint has been modeled for both problems, assuming
that DL energy harvested from H-AP in the future cannot be
used for current UL information transmission. This assumption
leads to the causal dependence of each user’s harvesting time
on the transmission time of earlier users, e.g., the second
user assigned to transmit can harvest more energy if the
first user has a longer transmission time. SE and EE of a
WPCN consisting of an FD multiple-antenna BS and multiple
single-antenna DL UEs and single-antenna UL UEs, where
the latter need to harvest energy for transmitting information
to the BS, have been investigated [315]. In [316], the resource
allocation problem has been studied for a WPCN scenario,
where a multi-antenna H-AP serves single antenna UEs in
both WIT UL and WPT DL. The work in [317] considers
the total energy minimization problem for UAV-aided WPCN,
where the UAV broadcasts energy and receives information
in HD or FD mode. While all aforementioned works [313]–
[317] assume perfect CSI is available at the H-AP, the impact
of imperfect CSI on the achievable rate of an FD-WPCN
with massive antenna H-AP has been investigated in [318].
Specifically, by adopting a two-time slot protocol, during
the first phase H-AP transfers energy to a set of sensors
and at the same time receives pilot symbols transmitted by
cellular users. In the second phase, the H-AP estimates the
UL channels and uses the channel estimates to design the
transmit beamformer for DL transmission to all cellular users,
while receiving information from sensors. Iqbal et al. [319]
investigate a minimum length scheduling scheme for multi-
cell FD-WPCNs to determine the optimal power control and
scheduling for a constant rate transmission model. In [320],
an IoT network with FD wireless power is considered, and
it supports simultaneous data collection from devices in the
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UL and WPT of an H-AP in the DL. Under two objectives,
i.e., total throughput maximization subject to a total time
constraint, and total time minimization subject to minimum
collected data constraints, the joint data collection scheduling
and time allocation are investigated.

B. Full-Duplex with SWIPT

RF signals carry both information and energy at the same
time. Thus, wireless transmission can be used not only for
WIT towards Information receivers but also for WPT towards
energy receivers with EH capability from RF. A unified
approach to studying WIT and WPT is SWIPT, which involves
simultaneously information and power transfer to information
receivers and energy receivers, respectively. The energy re-
ceiver and information receiver can be collocated over the
same device that is simultaneously receiving information and
harvesting energy, or separated where the energy receiver and
information receiver are different devices [311]. Allocating
the available resources, such as power, time, and bandwidth
to balance the information transmission rates and amount
of harvested energy is a nontrivial trade-off in SWIPT that
requires careful system design. Current literature on the FD
SWIPT networks mainly focuses on the colocated energy
receiver and information receiver scenario [311].

In SWIPT systems, the receiver architecture in EH and
communication modules can be categorized into two prac-
tical configurations: the shared-antenna architecture and the
separate-antenna architecture, as discussed in Ding et al [321].
In the separate-antenna (or antenna-switching) architecture,
distinct antennas are dedicated to the EH and communi-
cation modules, while in the shared-antenna architecture,
both EH and communication functions are carried out using
the same set of antennas. Time switching (time-switching),
power-splitting, and hybrid power-splitting/time-switching are
commonly adopted designs to implement SWIPT receivers
via shared-antenna structure [321]. With time-switching, each
receiver antenna periodically switches between the EH and
communication modules based on a time-switching factor.
This approach enables efficient utilization of the shared an-
tenna resources for both EH and communication purposes.
On the other hand, the power-splitting technique involves
dividing the received signal at each antenna into two separate
power streams. These power streams are then distributed to the
EH and communication modules based on a specific power-
splitting ratio. This approach allows for simultaneous EH and
communication by allocating a portion of the received signal
power to each module.

SWIPT has been used in point-to-point MIMO FD systems
[322]–[324]. In [322], a joint antenna clustering and precoding
method, based on hybrid deep reinforcement learning, is
proposed. Chalise et al. [325] optimized transmit beamforming
and time-switching parameters with instantaneous CSI. The
FD transceiver functions as a wireless-powered cooperative
jammer. It utilizes its receive antennas to harvest energy
from the RF signals transmitted by the source, charging its
battery, and then uses this energy to perform cooperative
jamming [323], [324].

SWIPT and FD relaying have been intensively researched
during the past decade. The key idea of applying SWIPT in FD
relay systems is to remotely replenish the energy-constrained
relay. More specifically, time-switching SWIPT with dual-
antenna FD relay [326] power-splitting SWIPT with dual-
antenna FD relay [327], [328] and time-switching SWIPT with
multi-antenna FD relay [329] have been thoroughly studied.
While the SI link degrades the quality of the received signal at
the FD relay, the idea of self-energy recycling from the SI link
has been proposed in [330] to boost the amount of harvested
energy at the FD relay. The authors in [331], proposed a
model to optimize the power-splitting factor at the FD MIMO
relay node and precoding design at both the source and relay
nodes, where relay harvesting power from both source and SI
signals using a non-uniform power-splitting technique. Relay
selection for power-splitting SWIPT FD two-way relaying
has been proposed in [332] and the optimal power-splitting
factor has been derived. Furthermore, the problem of securing
SWIPT FD relay systems was considered in [333]–[335]. PLS
of MIMO and SISO FD relay channel with the aid of an
RF EH cooperative jammer that is solely powered by the
ambient RF transmissions from the source node has been
studied in [333] and [334], respectively. Security enhance-
ment of a time-switching SWIPT FD relay system in the
presence of a passive Eave has been considered in [335],
where the energy beamformer, the information beamformer,
and the time-switching coefficient have been jointly optimized.
Beamforming design for secure information exchange has been
addressed in SWIPT-based FD two-way relay systems in the
presence of external Eave [336] and untrusted relay [337].

The concept of SWIPT has been widely investigated for
cellular networks. Several prior works can be outlined as
follows. Chen et al. [338] have proposed and analyzed EE
in an architecture of self-backhaul and EH FD-based small
cell network with massive MIMO. Optimal precoding designs
for EH-enabled FD multicell multiuser MIMO networks were
proposed in [339]. This work demonstrates the advantages of
the time-switching approach over the power-splitting approach
in FD cellular networks. In [340], PLS for a DL multiuser IoT
system with an AP and multiple legitimate SWIPT IoT devices
in the presence of multiple Eaves has been investigated. The
IoT devices can use the harvested energy via SWIPT to
send jamming signals to interfere with the Eaves while also
receiving information based on the FD operation. In [341],
decoupled user association in wireless-powered two-tier FD
HetNets, comprising HD massive multi-antenna macrocell BSs
and dual-antenna FD small cell BSs, has been studied.

Performance of a NOMA-assisted cognitive relay system
has been quantified in [342] and [343], respectively. In [342],
a joint time-switching parameter and beamformer design at the
FD MIMO secondary source has been provided to maximize
the rate of the secondary network while ensuring that the
rate of the primary network is above a certain threshold.
Outage probability of the primary and secondary networks of
an FD NOMA-assisted cooperative overlay spectrum-sharing
system with power-splitting SWIPT has been studied in [343].
Table XI shows a summary of the major related works on FD-
assisted WPT systems.
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Fig. 20: An FD WPCN system and the transmission frame
structure.

C. Case Study and Discussion

We consider an FD WPCN having an H-AP with two
antennas, i.e., one for the DL wireless energy transfer and
the other for UL data reception, and K-single antenna users
Fig. 20. We denote fk ∼ CN (0, ζfk) and hk ∼ CN (0, ζhk

) as
the kth user’s DL and UL channels, respectively, where ζfk
and ζhk

are the respective variances. Besides, g ∈ C represents
the SI channel between the AP’s transmit and receiver antennas
and is modeled as Rician fading with KR Rician factor. All
the channels are assumed to be block-fading.

The frame structure for EH and data transmission is shown
in Fig. 20. The H-AP continuously broadcasts a DL energy
signal

√
ptxd with E{|xd|2} = 1 and pt is the constant DL

transmit power of the H-AP. The AP uses a time-division-
multiple-access (TDMA) structure to receive the UL data from
the users using its receiver antenna at the same time. It is
assumed that the kth user transmits during the kth time slot,
i.e., τk. We also assume that the users have no other energy
source or battery to store their harvested energy. Hence, the
users can harvest energy before its transmission but not after.
The total harvested energy by the kth user is thus given as

Ek = ηkpt|fk|2
k−1∑
i=0

τi, (37)

where ηk ∈ (0, 1) is the kth user EH efficiency. The average
transmit power of the kth user is given as pk = Ek/τk.

In TDMA, each user can only transmit during its assigned
time slot, which eliminates mutual interference among users.
The received signal at the AP from the kth user is thus

yk =
√
pkhksk +

√
αptgxd + nk, (38)

where sk is the kth user transmitted signal, nk ∼ CN (0, σ2
n)

is the AWNG at the AP, and α is the SI cancellation gain.
From (38), the UL rate of the kth user is derived as

Rk = log2

(
1 +

γk
∑k−1

i=0 τi
τk

)
, (39)

where
γk ≜

ηkpt|fk|2|hk|2

(αpt|g|2 + σ2
n)

. (40)

We aim to find the optimal time allocation coefficients to
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Fig. 21: The throughput as a function of the number of users
(K) for pt = 20dBm, α = {−75,−80,−85}dB, and ηk =
0.8,∀k.

maximize the total throughput of the system subject to a total
time constant of T . For convenience, we use a normalized unit
block time, i.e., T = 1. The proposed optimization problem
is thus formulated as

max
τ

K∑
k=1

τk log2

(
1 +

γk
∑k−1

i=0 τi
τk

)
, (41a)

s.t τk ≥ 0, (41b)
K∑
i=0

τi ≤ 1, (41c)

where τ = [τ0, . . . , τK ].
The optimal solution to the problem (41) must satisfy the

constraint (41c) with equality, i.e.,
∑K

i=0 τ
∗
i = 1 [314]. In

addition, since the objective function is a concave function
of the non-negative vector τ , the problem (41) is a convex
optimization problem [314], [344]. Using convex optimization
techniques, the optimal solution of problem (41) is thus
obtained as follows [314]

τ∗K =
1

1 + xk
, (42a)

τ∗k =
1−

∑K
i=k+1 τ

∗
i

1 + xk
, for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K − 1}, (42b)

τ∗0 = 1−
K∑
i=1

τ∗i , (42c)

where xk = 1
γk

(
e
W

(
γk−1

eck+1

)
+ck+1 − 1

)
for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K},

c1 = 0, and ck =
∑k−1

i=1
γi

γixi+1 for k ∈ {2 . . . ,K}. Besides,
W(·) is the well-known Lambert W-function [345].

Fig. 21 depicts the relationship between system through-
put and the number of users, considering both optimal and
equal time allocation strategies across various SI cancellation
gains. As anticipated, the optimal time allocation consis-
tently outperforms the equal time allocation. Moreover, as the
number of users grows, the disparity in throughput between
the optimal and equal time allocation strategies becomes
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more pronounced. This observation highlights the increasing
importance of precise time allocation when dealing with a
large number of users, K. Furthermore, it is worth noting
that the SI cancellation gain significantly impacts the system
throughput. Specifically, a higher gain corresponds to greater
throughput. This finding underscores the crucial role played by
SI cancellation in enhancing overall system performance. In
summary, the findings illustrated in Fig. 21 emphasize the su-
periority of optimal time allocation over equal time allocation
and highlight the increasing significance of time allocation as
the number of users grows. Moreover, the significant impact of
SI cancellation gain on system throughput further accentuates
its importance in optimizing wireless network performance.

D. Future Research Directions

An interesting research area is the design of multiuser
SWIPT waveforms in FD broadcast and interference chan-
nels, considering non-linear EH models [311]. Additionally,
the application of FD in multiuser SWIPT with separate
information receiver and energy receiver remains unexplored.
For instance, an FD BS can transmit energy signals to an
energy receiver while receiving information from an informa-
tion receiver in the UL direction. Analyzing the performance
of SWIPT architectures in FD broadcast, multiple access,
relay networks, and separate information receiver and energy
receiver scenarios considering non-linear EH models, is also
of interest. Another intriguing research area is the investigation
of rate-splitting techniques in multiuser SWIPT systems with
separated information users and energy users, considering both
linear and non-linear EH models. Rate-splitting has shown
superior performance compared to linear precoding schemes
in various networks and different quality levels of CSI at
the transmitter. The rate-splitting strategy can be leveraged in
multiuser scenarios to further enhance the rate-energy regions.

IX. CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL FUTURE RESEARCH

This section discusses open challenges, trends, and op-
portunities to enable the widespread use of FD with several
wireless technologies.

A. Cell-Free Massive MIMO

Cell-free massive MIMO is a novel concept that combines
massive MIMO networks and distributed antenna systems to
overcome inter-cell interference and provide handover-free,
uniform quality-of-service (QoS) for all user nodes [346]. It
inherits the propagation and channel hardening advantages of
co-located massive MIMO systems, as well as the macro-
diversity gain of distributed systems [346]–[352]. In this
system, a large number of access point (AP) antennas are
distributed across a wide area to serve multiple user nodes
simultaneously, eliminating the need for channel estimation
at users and simplifying resource allocation [346]–[352]. As
a result, cell-free massive MIMO offers superior SE and
EE compared to small-cell and co-located massive MIMO
networks [346], [350], [353], [354]. FD cell-free massive
MIMO combines the benefits of FD and cell-free massive

MIMO to enhance the SE and EE of future wireless networks
[355]–[363]. More importantly, FD cell-free massive MIMO
can be considered a practical and promising technology for be-
yond 5G networks, since low-power and low-cost FD-enabled
APs are well-suited for short-range transmissions between
APs and UEs. Despite the obvious benefits of these two
technologies, FD cell-free massive MIMO has the following
challenges on radio resource allocation problems: (i) Residual
SI remains a difficult challenge in the design of FD cell-
free massive MIMO, reducing its potential performance gains,
(ii) When compared to conventional FD cellular networks, a
large number of APs and legacy UEs results in strong inter-
AP interference and co-channel interference caused by UL
transmission to DL UEs, and (iii) FD cell-free massive MIMO
increases the network power consumption due to the additional
number of APs [358].

Despite the potential of FD cell-free massive MIMO, only
a few works characterize its performance thus far. The authors
in [355] investigate the performance with channel estimation
errors, where all APs operate in FD mode. This work shows
that using a simple conjugate beamforming/matched filtering
transmission design necessitates a deep SI cancellation –
otherwise, this system has no gains over the HD counterpart. In
[356], the effects of imperfect CSI and spatial correlation have
been investigated. A genetic algorithm-based user scheduling
technique is developed to alleviate co-channel interference and
achieve considerable SE gains. Nguyen et al. [357] propose a
heap-based algorithm for pilot assignment to overcome pilot
contamination. The authors in [358] investigate the maximiza-
tion of SE and EE of an FD cell-free massive MIMO by
proposing a novel and comprehensive optimization problem. It
includes power control, AP-UE association, and AP selection
to be optimized under a realistic power consumption model.

Datta et al. [359] investigate the SE and EE of an FD
cell-free massive MIMO system while accounting for prac-
tical limited-capacity front-haul links. To this end, the closed
form lower bound of the SE is derived utilizing maximum-
ratio combining/maximum-ratio transmission processing and
optimal uniform quantization. The authors also employ a
two-layered technique to maximize the weighted sum EE
using DL and UL power control. Mohammadi et al. [360]
proposes a virtual FD technique in cell-free massive MIMO
networks, where the IBFD is virtually realized by leveraging
existing HD APs without the need for hardware for SIS.
Thereby, a mixed-integer optimization problem with per-UE
SE requirement constraints and per-UL UE and per-AP power
control constraints is developed to optimize the sum of SE. The
authors extended their works in [361] and jointly optimized
the AP mode assignment and power control at UEs and
APs to maximize the SE and EE of the system. The sum
SE of an FD cell-free massive MIMO system with low-
resolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) at the APs and
DL users has been studied in [362]. They derive closed-form
solutions for the UL/DL SE by quantifying the joint effects of
the residual SI, inter-AP interference, UL-to-DL interference,
pilot contamination, and quantization noise. Yu et al. [363]
propose a joint beamforming design for access and front-
haul links in a user-centric network with FD front-haul. By
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TABLE XI: FD-enable wireless power transfer.
Topology Literature Scenario Main Contributions

WPCN [313], [314] Multiuser UL/DL Design an efficient protocol to support simultaneous WPT DL and WIT UL
[315] Multiuser UL/DL SE and EE maximization via beamforming design at the H-AP
[316] Multiuser IoT Optimize the channel assignment and resource allocations to maximize the

UL-weighted sum-rate
[317] UAV-aided multiuser

UL
Minimize the total energy consumption of the UAV while accomplishing per-
UE QoS

[318] Multiuser UL/DL Channel estimation and beamforming design

SWIPT [322] FD point-to-point Antenna clustering and precoding design based on hybrid deep reinforcement
learning-based implementation

[323], [324] FD point-to-point Wireless-powered friendly jammer for cooperative jamming to improve PLS
[326]–[329] One-way FD relay Performance analysis and optimizing the time-switching/power-splitting factor
[330], [331] One-way FD relay Beamforming design for self-energy recycling from the SI link
[332] Two-way FD relay Relay selection with power-splitting factor design
[333]–[335] One-way FD relay Physical layer security with cooperative jamming
[336], [337] Two-way FD relay Beamforming design for secure information exchange in the presence of

external Eave/untrusted relay
[338], [339] FD Cellular Precoding scheme design
[340] Multiuser DL IoT Resource allocation to maximize the sum secrecy rate
[342], [343] FD CRN NOMA spectrum sharing, beamforming design, and outage performance

analysis

accounting for the power consumed by SI cancellation at
FD APs, the proposed optimization scheme maximizes the
network EE while ensuring front-haul rate requirements. Gao
et al. [364] investigate an FD cell-free NOMA-assisted space-
ground integrated network, which employs spectrum sharing
between the satellite and terrestrial networks to improve the
SE. The authors propose a sum-rate maximization scheme that
optimizes the power allocation factors of the NOMA DL, the
UL transmit power, and both the satellite and AP beamformers.

Challenges: Despite recent advancements in FD cell-free
networks, the backhaul requirement poses challenges, as typ-
ical solutions rely on expensive fiber connections or LoS-
dependent microwave-based backhauls [13]. The deployment
of FD cell-free communication is constrained by SI cancel-
lation and inter-AP interference [356], [361]. Furthermore,
there is limited research on IBFD for cell-free networks and
mathematical tools such as game theory and stable match-
ing theory are underutilized in FD cell-free communication
frameworks. It is important to investigate the scenarios and
system parameters that make FD schemes effective for cell-
free communications.

B. Millimeter-Wave Communications

The mmWave band, spanning from 30GHz to 100GHz,
presents numerous opportunities for next-generation wireless
networks. It offers significantly higher capacity compared
to current microwave bands/sub-6GHz WLANs and cellu-
lar mobile communications [365]–[367]. However, this band
suffers from substantial propagation losses caused by foliage,
air absorption, rain-induced fading, and sensitivity to obsta-
cles, resulting in decreased received signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR). To overcome these challenges and
achieve sufficient link margin, dense antenna arrays with
dozens or hundreds of elements are necessary to provide high
beamforming gains through directional transmissions. This is
important because omnidirectional transmissions can interfere

with many nodes, whereas directional transmission minimizes
the number of nodes affected by the interfering signal.

Recent mmWave advances, such as digital/analog beam-
forming with dense antenna arrays and a reduced number of
RF chains, which can overcome high path-loss and achieve
sufficient link margin, enable mmWave IBFD [368]–[370].
Nevertheless, existing sub-6 GHz IBFD does not immedi-
ately translate to mmWave systems because of fundamental
differences, i.e., propagation characteristics, dense antenna
arrays, hybrid beamforming, wide bandwidths, high sampling
rates, and beam alignment techniques. Hence, FD-mmWave
communication poses unique challenges. First, due to massive
antenna arrays and much wider bandwidths, the transceiver
and system design requirements are different. Second, the SI
and SI cancellation have unique characteristics in mmWave
bands. First, unlike conventional communication, mmWave
communication typically necessitates large antenna arrays,
which means that specific antenna settings/configurations are
necessary to enable FD-mmWave transmission and SI can-
cellation. Moreover, conventional analog SI cancellation is
inadequate for the dense arrays and wide bandwidths of
mmWave transmission. On the other hand, MIMO precoding
and combining methodologies investigated in traditional FD
to mitigate SI via spatial degrees of freedom inspire FD-
mmWave communication. However, features such as hybrid
beamforming, wide bandwidths, high sampling rates, beam
alignment, and propagation characteristics will dictate what
is feasible and practical at the mmWave level.

Several works have investigated the feasibility of mmWave
FD [368]–[374]. Xiao et al. [368] investigate its potential by
designing antenna configurations, modeling the mmWave SI
channel, and reducing SI by spatial signal processing, i.e.,
beamforming cancellation. The authors of [369] propose a
hybrid beamforming design, which suppresses SI by jointly
designing the beamformer weights at the RF and the precoder
and the combiner in the baseband, while preserving the
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dimensions of the transmit signal. Roberts et al. [370] present
STEER, a novel beam selection methodology for a multi-
panel FD-mmWave system that provides high beamforming
gain while significantly reducing the FD SI coupled between
the transmit and receive beams. Li et al. [371] present the SI
channel model for an FD-enabled mmWave transceiver with
separate transmit and receive linear arrays in two different
planes, taking into account both LoS signal leakage and non-
LoS reflections from nearby reflectors. Demir et al. [372]
investigate the possibility of mmWave FD in 5G networks
by categorizing FD systems into antenna systems, analog
front-end and digital baseband SI cancellers, and protocol
stack enhancements. The authors also compare the operations
of HD and FD systems in terms of data rate, revealing
that the range of FD is SI restricted whereas the range of
HD is noise limited. Barneto et al. [374] have studied FD
operation in monostatic OFDM radars for joint communication
and sensing. The authors propose novel analog transmit and
receive beamforming designs to maximize the beamforming
gain at the sensing direction. Roberts et al. [375] propose
a novel design of analog beamforming codebooks, namely
Lonestar, to enable FD-mmWave communication. It offers
high beamforming gain and coverage while simultaneously
lowering the SI coupled by transmit and receive beams in an
FD-mmWave transceiver.

Challenges: Limited efforts have been made to compre-
hensively model, analyze, and optimize FD mmWave sys-
tems. Key areas lacking solid frameworks include propagation
characterization, SI cancellation, interference management,
resource allocation, dense antenna array beamforming, and
beam alignment techniques. SI and multi-user interference
cancellation present significant challenges, often addressed
using spatial signal processing and directional spatial reuse.
However, commercial mmWave antennas are imperfect, and
the potential of side lobes to reduce SI/multi-user interference
and the impact of realistic beam patterns need further inves-
tigation. Additionally, there is a notable lack of experimental
studies on mmWave FD systems. Existing experimental works
are limited to simple testbeds with a few users and controlled
environments, highlighting the need for more research on
sophisticated systems.

C. UAV Communications

Unexpected natural or man-made disasters, such as earth-
quakes, floods, tornados, and terrorist attacks can cause devas-
tating damage to communication infrastructures. Thus, lever-
aging UAVs (also known as drones) to provide service recov-
ery appears a promising solution [376]. Otherwise, UAVs can
be employed as aerial communication platforms (e.g., flying
BSs or mobile relays), in which communication transceivers
are mounted over the UAVs to provide/enhance communica-
tion services to ground targets in high traffic demand and over-
loaded situations. This type of communication is commonly
referred to as UAV-assisted communications [376], [377].

Because of the recent flurry of research, incorporating FD
transceivers to enhance the SE of UAV networks is gaining at-
tention. In particular, the work in [378] discussed the spectrum

sharing planning problem for an FD UAV relay network with
underlaid device-to-device communications, where a mobile
UAV employed as an FD relay assists the communication link
between separated nodes without a direct link. In [379], joint
design of beamforming and power allocation for DaF multi-
antenna relay with fixed-wing UAVs has been investigated.
Hua et al. [380] studied FD UAV-aided small-cell wireless
networks, where the UAV serving as BS is designed to
transmit data to the DL users and receive data from the
UL users simultaneously. Shi et al. [381] proposed UL/DL
transmission resource allocation method for UAV-aided FD
NOMA systems, where UAV is deployed to relay partial UL
traffic from the UL users for lower power consumption and
higher data rate.

The authors in [382], considered a multi-UAV aided FD
NOMA cellular network where UAV serves as flying BSs
and investigated the problem of maximizing overall sum-rate
throughput under UAV placement and the transmit power
budget at each UL node and at UAV. Liu et al. [383], proposed
a secure transmission scheme for a UAV wiretap channel, in
which a multi-antenna source transmits to a single-antenna
UAV in the presence of an FD active eavesdropper, performing
both eavesdropping and malicious jamming simultaneously.
To confuse the eavesdropper, the source transmits both AN
and information signals, where the optimal power allocation
factor between information signals and AN signals as well
as the operating height of the UAV that minimize the hybrid
outage probability are designed. In [384] FD UAV relay is
employed to increase the communication capacity of mmWave
networks, where large antenna arrays are equipped at the
source, destination, and FD-UAV relay to overcome the high
path-loss of mmWave channels and to help mitigate the SI at
the FD-UAV relay. The potential of an FD drone BS in cellular
networks has been investigated in [385]. This study formulated
the problem of the drone BS placement with bandwidth and
power allocation in the access and backhaul links.

Other non-terrestrial networks such as high-altitude plat-
forms [386] and Low Earth-orbit (LEO) satellites [387] are
also envisioned as new beyond 5G frontiers for extending cov-
erage to remote areas and unconnected locations, such as polar
regions, oceans, and even space. In such networks, FD wireless
can minimize transmission delay. To this end, a few recent
works have investigated FD wireless for satellite-terrestrial
networks [388], [389] and high-altitude platform [390] Nguyen
et al. [388] have studied the outage performance of a satellite-
terrestrial network, where one FD relay assists the satellite
link, while signal reception at the relay and destination is sub-
ject to multiple co-channel interference sources. Study [389]
considers an underlay cognitive satellite-terrestrial network,
where secondary terrestrial and primary satellite networks
share the spectrum to communicate with intended receivers,
which are deployed based on the FD user-assisted cooperative
NOMA (UC-NOMA) scheme.

Challenges: Due to physical constraints and high mobility,
optimizing UAV trajectories is a challenging task. Factors such
as information causality, self-interference, transmit power,
initial position, speed, and final location impact the trajectory
for maximum rate at the destination. Analytically, optimizing
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the trajectory involves numerous variables, including positions
of multiple UAVs. UAVs also face limitations in power for data
transmission, flight control, and processing, resulting in insuf-
ficient duration for continuous wireless coverage. Moreover,
energy consumption depends on the application, communi-
cation conditions, and flight trajectory, necessitating careful
consideration of energy and flight restrictions for optimal
designs.

UAV channels have unique characteristics compared to
terrestrial channels, and the channel conditions can be affected
by UAV movement and vibrations. However, research on UAV
channels is currently limited to specific environments. Most
existing studies rely on LoS channel models, which may not
be practical, especially for SI channels in FD UAV systems.
Therefore, there is an opportunity to develop models and char-
acterize UAV communication channels by considering factors
such as height, UAV type, elevation angle, and propagation
environments.

D. Backscatter Communications

IoT is a critical application paradigm for the upcoming 5G,
beyond 5G, and future wireless communication systems [391]–
[394]. IoT devices have strict energy, cost, and complexity
constraints, making it highly desirable to design energy- and
spectrum-efficient communications. BackCom has recently
emerged as a promising technology that can assist in the
practical implementation of sustainable IoT [392]–[396]. This
technology thrives on its ability to use ultra-low-power, low-
cost passive radio devices (tags). This is possible because a tag
uses low-power, low-complexity components such as envelope
detectors, comparators, and impedance controllers rather than
more expensive and bulkier conventional RF components such
as local oscillators, mixers, and converters [392], [395], [396].
However, the fundamental bottlenecks of BackCom are the
limited link distance (≤ 6m) and low data rates (≤ 1 bps/Hz)
[392], [395], [396].

In a BackCom system, a tag relies on exogenous RF signals
from an emitter to power itself and also reflects them to the
reader in order to communicate its data. Thus, it does not
need active RF components. The tag simply modulates the load
impedance to reflect or absorb the received primary/carrier sig-
nal, changing the amplitudes and phases of the reflected signal.
The emitter, reader, and tag configurations lead to three types:
(i) Monostatic BackCom with a co-located dedicated emitter
and reader, (ii) Bistatic BackCom with a separated dedicated
emitter and reader, and (iii) Ambient BackCom with separated
emitter and reader utilizing available ambient RF signals such
as Television, cellular, wireless Fidelity, and others. Ambient
BackCom is further subdivided into conventional ambient
BackCom with separate backscatter and primary receivers and
cooperative ambient BackCom or symbiotic radio systems
with shared backscatter and primary receiver [392], [395],
[396].

Although tags are low-power devices, FD can help to reduce
latency and improve SE [397]–[402]. FD radios, as mentioned
before, may need complex and costly hardware designs for SI

cancellation, which are not viable for low-complexity and low-
power IoT devices. However, the reader can be FD.

Yang et al. [397] investigated an ambient BackCom system.
An FD AP simultaneously transmits DL OFDM signals to
its legacy user and receives UL signals from multiple tags
with TDMA. The minimum throughput among all tags is
maximized by jointly optimizing their time allocation, power
reflection coefficients, and sub-carrier power allocation at
the AP. Mishra et al. [398] present a novel joint channel
estimation, energy, and pilot count allocation scheme for an
FD monostatic BackCom system with a multi-antenna reader.
This work investigates the efficacy of the reader in extending
the limited communication range. Xiao et al. [399] investigates
an FD-enabled cognitive backscatter network. An ambient
BackCom system underlays a primary cellular system, and the
FD AP transmits primary signals and receives backscatter sig-
nals simultaneously. The throughput of the ambient BackCom
system is maximized while guaranteeing the minimum rate
requirements of the primary system. The optimization involves
joint time scheduling, transmit power allocation, and reflection
coefficient adjustments.

Long et al. [400] have studied a symbiotic radio system with
a passive, parasitic FD backscatter tag and an active primary
transmission. The authors derive the achievable backscatter
rates with Gaussian and quadrature amplitude modulation
codewords. Hakimi et al. [401] have investigated residual
SI mitigation in a monostatic BackCom system with an FD
reader. To this end, a sum-rate maximization algorithm is de-
veloped by jointly optimizing the reader precoder, combiners,
and tag reflection coefficients to suppress the residual SI while
ensuring that the tags harvest sufficient energy for internal
operations. Raviteja et al. [402] developed a FD NOMA-
enabled multiuser BackCom. An FD source, in particular,
serves the DL NOMA network while backscatter devices
simultaneously transmit data to the source. An optimization
scheme is developed to maximize the DL sum-rate while
considering SI cancellation constraints and the desired target
UL sum-rate.

Challenges: Due to the double path-loss in FD BackCom,
the power of desired backscatter signals is significantly lower
compared to conventional one-way communication signals
[392], [395], [396]. As a result, FD readers require stronger
SI cancellation capabilities. In both FD and conventional
BackCom systems, channel estimation is complex due to
passive backscatter tags. However, in FD-assisted BackCom,
channel estimation becomes even more challenging due to the
presence of SI, direct channel interference, and mutual-tag
interference. In addition, time synchronization is critical for
FD BackCom networks. However, as such networks are still
in their early stages, effective synchronization techniques are
yet to be developed. They must be developed by considering
that tags do not generate RF signals and need to synchronize
with the incident signal to perform backscatter modulation. In-
accurate synchronization reduces throughput, increases inter-
symbol interference, and limits communication range.
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E. Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces

RISs, also known as intelligent reflecting surfaces, enable
cost-, energy-, and spectral-efficient communications [354],
[403]–[406]. A RIS comprises a planar array of hundreds
or thousands of “nearly passive” reflecting elements. The
reflective properties of the elements can be individually con-
trolled by a software controller. It can adjust in real-time
in response to dynamic wireless channels, sudden changes
in the network, and/or in traffic demands. More specifically,
the controller can instruct individual elements to adjust their
state to create coherent combining for the reflected signals
at desired receivers to boost the received signal power. At
the same time, the reflected signals destructively combine at
non-intended receivers to suppress co-channel interference or
further enhance the secrecy rate [403], [404], [407]. Moreover,
without requiring any transmit RF chains and amplifiers, a
RIS panel may consume a few watts of power during the
reconfiguration stages and much less during idle states. Typical
power consumption values per each phase shifter are 1.5, 4.5,
6, and 7.8 mW for 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-bit resolution phase
shifting [408]. Even without an amplifier, a RIS manages
to provide substantial gain—about 30 to 40 decibels relative
to isotropic (dBi)—depending on the size of the surface
and the frequency [409]. Thus, RIS costs significantly lower
hardware/energy than traditional active antenna arrays [403],
[410], [411].

A RIS is fundamentally an FD device that is free of any
antenna noise amplification and SI, offering an efficient alter-
native for FD relays that need sophisticated techniques for SI
cancellation. Nevertheless, the incorporation of FD with RIS is
being actively investigated under different setups. In particular,
the outage probability and ergodic capacity of a RIS-assisted
FD network have been investigated in [412], by considering
random RIS reflection coefficients and severe interference. A
mathematical framework to investigate the performance of a
RIS-assisted FD two-way communication system over LoS
channels including both Rician and Nakagami fading has been
provided in [413]. The effects of imperfect CSI for incident
channels and discrete phase-shift design on the performance
of FD two-way RIS-assisted communication systems has been
investigated in [414].

In [415], the problem of joint RIS location and size (i.e.,
the number of reflecting elements) optimization in a two-
way FD communication network has been investigated and
the superiority of the FD operation compared to the HD
counterpart has been demonstrated. An FD relay built with
a reconfigurable holographic surface and passive SIS has
been introduced in [416]. The proposed FD relay structure
offers a remarkably superior energy-efficient structure against
the passive RIS. The authors in [417], investigated the RIS-
empowered HD/FD UC-NOMA in DL and concluded that
RIS-enabled FD UC-NOMA scheme significantly outperforms
the FD UC-NOMA without the assistance of the RIS. In
addition, despite the pre-log penalty in the HD relaying mode,
and according to the required QoS at the far NOMA user,
the number of reflecting elements and the SI strength, the
proposed RIS-enabled HD UC-NOMA can outperform the FD

UC-NOMA without RIS. A hybrid aerial FD relaying protocol,
consisting of a RIS mounted over an FD UAV relay, has
been proposed in [418], where NOMA signaling is applied
to support multiuser communication.

A comprehensive mathematical framework to characterize
the robust secure performance of a RIS-assisted FD system
has been developed in [419], where two legitimate FD users
exchange information in the presence of a passive eavesdrop-
per. This work shows that the synergetic deployment of FD
and RIS can result in an overlapping of multiple signals at the
eavesdropper, which provides a new design strategy to improve
physical layer secrecy by reusing both information signals of
the user’s direct path and the RIS reflecting path as jamming
noise to degrade eavesdropper’s reception performance. In
[420], the authors investigated a UL covert communication
wireless system comprising an FD BS, a RIS, a public user,
a covert user, and a warden. The presence of the RIS and
the transmission to the public user introduce uncertainty for
the watchful adversary (e.g., Willie). A joint optimization of
transmit power and rate is performed to maximize covert
throughput while maintaining a predefined outage probability
for the public user and a detection error probability for Willie.
The impact of the RIS is more significant when the warden
is closer to the RIS and is further enhanced by the number of
RIS elements. The PLS of a RIS-assisted SWIPT network is
considered in [421], where an FD UE is employing SWIPT
to receive the signals from direct and RIS link and to harvest
energy while also generating AN to confuse eavesdropper. The
benefits of the RIS used for enhancing the performance of
the MIMO FD-enabled WPCNs have been studied in [422],
[423]. A RIS prototype system to enhance the SIS in IBFD
communication systems has been proposed in [424], where
a greedy algorithm designs RIS phase shifts to form an SI
cancellation signal in the analog domain.

Conventional RIS panels provide half-space coverage, i.e.,
the transmitter and receiver must be located on the same
side of the RIS. To overcome this limitation, simultaneous
transmitting and reflecting RIS (STAR-RIS) [425] has been
proposed, thus enabling full-space coverage. In [426], STAR-
RIS has been deployed to assist an FD AP, simultaneously
communicating with one UL user and one DL user, located
at the opposite sides of the RIS, showing that the sum-
rate achieved by STAR-RIS-assisted FD system is greater
than conventional RIS (i.e., reflective-only RIS) assisted FD
counterpart. Nevertheless, the research on STAR-RIS-assisted
FD is still in its infancy. Thus, research advancements on the
corresponding open problems are expected in the future. Note
that the integration of STAR-RIS with FD-enabled NOMA
systems and WPCNs can enhance the performance of NOMA
networks and WPCNs. This research has yet to emerge. The
study in [427] is the first paper to propose intelligent omni
surface (IOS)-assisted FD MISO communication to alleviate
SI and solve the frequency selectivity problem. Two types of
IOS are proposed: energy-splitting IOS and mode-switching
IOS. Thereby, the rate is maximized while minimizing SI
power by optimizing the beamforming vectors, amplitudes,
and phase shifts for the energy-splitting IOS and the mode
selection and phase shifts for the mode-switching IOS.
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Challenges: For a RIS to design its control matrix and
enable robust bi-directional transmissions between source and
destination, accurate network state information is required,
including node locations and their number [428]. Furthermore,
perfect CSI between the RIS and all nodes is crucial to realize
the performance gains offered by FD RIS systems. However,
obtaining high-quality CSI can be challenging, especially for
passive RIS systems that lack extensive computing capacity
and RF signal transmission/receiving capabilities. Traditional
channel estimation algorithms are impractical in this context.
One approach to tackle this challenge is to estimate the cascade
channel, which involves estimating the BS-RIS-UE channel
with a high pilot overhead proportional to the number of RIS
elements. Statistical CSI-based beamforming designs may also
help to address the pilot overhead challenge. Further research
is needed.

To dynamically manipulate the electromagnetic character-
istics of the RIS elements, the controller must adapt their
behaviors. This requires the development of algorithms for
space-time modulated digital coding metasurfaces to simul-
taneously modify electromagnetic waves in both space and
frequency domains, controlling propagation direction and har-
monic power distribution [429]. An ideal RIS should possess
universality, enabling it to perform multiple functions on
the same metasurface for different application purposes, and
operate across a wide range of frequencies [428]. Additionally,
optimal performance in FD RIS systems requires system-level
performance analysis and optimization.

Recently, the concept of extremely large-scale RIS has
emerged [430], where large-scale reflecting elements are de-
ployed at the RIS to compensate for the severe multiplicative
fading effect in the cascaded channel. By increasing the
number of reflecting elements, the Rayleigh distance, which
is the boundary between the near and far fields, increases, and
the range of the near field expands accordingly. Thus, the near-
field propagation becomes dominant, leading to a significant
transformation in the electromagnetic field structure [430].
However, implementing FD transceivers and protocols under
near-field conditions presents challenges as current schemes
are designed for far-field conditions. Further exploration is
thus needed for future advancements.

F. Other Miscellaneous Topics

Apart from the previously mentioned directions, re-
cent research works explore the FD potential in various
emerging wireless systems such as mobile edge comput-
ing (MEC) [431]–[435] mixed RF/free-space optical [436],
[437], visible light communication (VLC) [438]–[441], dual-
functional radar-communication [442], [443], underwater
wireless communication (UWC) [444], [445], multi-user
URLLCs [446], [447], vehicle-to-everything (V2X) commu-
nication [448]–[451], rate splitting multiple access [452]–
[454], ISAC [455]–[459], and age of information [460]–[463]
systems.

1) MEC: This leverages cloud resources in close proximity
to mobile devices, enabling edge computing closer to the user
[464]–[466]. It provides low-latency, high-bandwidth access to
compute and storage resources, resulting in faster application

response times and improved user experience. By distributing
computing resources near the end user, MEC reduces network
congestion and enhances system efficiency. It is particularly
valuable for real-time data processing applications like aug-
mented reality, autonomous vehicles, and video streaming.
Additionally, low-power and low-cost mobile devices can
offload intensive and time-sensitive computation tasks to MEC
servers, thereby extending their battery life while mitigating
data storage and computational limitations [464]–[466].

Thus, there is massive scope for integrating FD radios
with MEC networks. For example, [431] investigates EH with
MEC, where an FD relay assists a mobile user in connecting
to an AP integrated with a MEC server. The user sends a
portion of its computation bits to the AP and then uses power-
splitting to download the results and harvest energy. Tan et al.
[432] studied the virtual resource allocation for heterogeneous
services in FD-enabled small cell networks with MEC and
caching. The authors of [433] propose a MEC framework for a
user virtualization scheme in a cellular network with software-
defined network virtualization. Kabir et al. [434] proposed
FD schemes based on multi-user interference suppression and
exploitation to offload energy and latency trade-off in a multi-
user FD MEC. Zhou et al. [435] investigated the security
performance of an FD UAV-MEC system with multiple ground
users and eavesdropping UAVs.

2) Free-space optical: Free-space optical is an efficient al-
ternative for RF due to its desirable characteristics of high data
rates, no electromagnetic interference, and a large unregulated
spectrum. An FD relay mixed RF/free-space optical system
combines the benefits of free-space optical while preserving
the low-cost, NLoS characteristics of RF communication,
yielding a cost-effective, high-data-rate, reliable heterogeneous
network. Wang et al. [436] derive the outage probability and
achievable sum-rate of a two-way FD relay mixed RF/free-
space optical system with SI over Nakagami-m fading. In
[437], the authors investigate the performance of an FD
DaF relaying system with hybrid RF/free-space optical under
residual SI and in-phase and quadrature-phase imbalance.

3) VLC: VLC (also known as LiFi) is the dual use of light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) for illumination and communication.
A microcontroller connected to each LED can act as an
AP to realize VLC systems. It enables software-based syn-
chronization for data transmission [439]. Unlike RF signals,
VLC carrier frequency does not generate electromagnetic
interference on other electronic devices, a critical advantage.
Narmanlioglu et al. [438] investigate the performance of VLC
systems with an intermediate light source as an FD relay.
In [439], the authors perform a practical experiment and
analytical framework of an FD LED-to-LED VLC system
to select the optimal LED color set for achieving Shannon’s
channel capacity. Masini et al. [440] propose a new MAC
protocol for a vehicular VLC system by exploiting the inherent
FD capabilities of LEDs and photo-diodes. Zhang et al. [441]
propose two MAC protocols, UALOHA and FD-CSMA, for
FD VLC networks.

4) Dual-functional radar-communication: Dual-functional
radar-communication simultaneously performs radar and com-
munication functions utilizing spatial degrees of freedom.
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Spatial beamforming is an efficient method of transmitting
radar and communication beams simultaneously. Because the
radar and communication systems share the same RF hardware
equipment, it reduces hardware overhead while maximizing
bandwidth utilization. He et al. [442] studied an FD relay-
assisted dual-functional radar-communication system and pro-
poses a joint transceiver design to maximize the SINR of the
radar receiver while maintaining the communication QoS and
total energy constraints. Chen et al. [443] investigated FD SI
cancellation and power allocation for an FD dual-functional
radar-communication system.

5) UWC: UWC has the potential to facilitate many ap-
plications such as tracking, navigation, safety, environmental
monitoring, marine life understanding, underwater exploration,
underwater vehicles, and many more. Acoustic, RF, and optical
waves are the three primary physical information carriers for
underwater wireless information transmission. Each communi-
cation mode has advantages and disadvantages and can provide
high transmission bandwidth, high data rates, and low power
consumption. Wang et al. [444] investigate an underwater
simultaneous wireless power transfer and data transfer system
for an FD autonomous underwater vehicle. The authors in
[445] experimentally investigate the performance of a real-
time FD underwater optical communication system.

6) V2X: V2X can increase the efficiency and safety of
transportation by exchanging information among vehicles and
cellular networks to interact and reduce the probability of
collision. For example, one application is platooning (a group
of vehicles) where each vehicle follows another to move as
a unit. Wireless control message exchange between adjacent
vehicles must occur at a high rate and with ultra-low latency.
To do this, FD-enabled vehicles are a potential solution. Zhang
et al. [448] studied an FD NOMA-enabled decentralized
V2X system to enable massive connectivity, different QoS,
various transmit rates, and URLLC in V2X communication.
To increase throughput and consistency while reducing latency,
study [449] proposes an FD discovery mechanism based on
the random backup process in 5G-V2X communication and
resource management algorithms. The authors in [450] investi-
gated the ergodic capacity of a NOMA-V2X network with FD
transmission and roadside unit selection scheme. Palaiologos
et al. [451] studied the delay performance of TDMA-based
and dynamic scheduling algorithms and evaluates the impact
of FD-enabled vehicles with imperfect SI cancellation.

7) Rate splitting multiple access: Rate splitting multiple
access has been recently envisioned as a multiple access
technique, where the transmitter splits the message of users
into common and private parts. The common parts of all users
are encoded together using a common codebook shared by all
users, while the private parts are encoded individually. At the
receive side, each user decodes the common stream, while
treating the private stream as interference. Finally, users apply
SIC to remove the common stream and then decode their
respective private stream by considering the Private stream in-
tended for other users as interference [467]. How interference
is treated by rate splitting multiple access different from other
methods. For example, NOMA fully decodes interference, and
space division multiple access fully treats any interference

as noise. Whereas rate splitting multiple access manages the
interference by decoding part of it and treating the remaining
part as noise. The integration of FD in cooperative rate
splitting multiple access has been recently studied in [452],
[453]. In [452], for a DL MISO system with one BS and two
users, the strong user acts as an FD DF relay to assist in
the transmission for the weak user. In [453], DL two-group
multicast system has been considered, where cell-center-users
in one group decode the common stream and their own private
stream successively, then cooperatively form a distributed
beamformer to assist the cell-edge-users in common stream
transmission. The results in [452], [453] indicate that FD
operation provides considerable gains over the HD counterpart
in cooperative rate splitting multiple access. Reference [454]
studies rate splitting multiple access in a hybrid aerial FD
relaying network with a RIS mounted over an FD UAV relay
operating in DaF mode to aid information transfer between
the BS and multiple UEs. They focus on optimizing the rate
splitting multiple access parameters, UAV/RIS 3D coordinates,
and phase shift matrix at the RIS under imperfect SIC at each
user and residual SI at the UAV to maximize the weighted
sum-rate.

8) ISAC: With the continuous expansion of the communi-
cation spectrum and growing interest in sensing, ISAC aims
to efficiently utilize valuable radio resources and hardware for
both sensing and communication purposes [468], [469]. Early
research efforts on joint radar and communication were scarce
because of the significant difference in hardware components
and signal processing between conventional radar sensing and
wireless communication [468], [469]. However, as modern
radar and wireless communication systems advance, their
hardware and signal processing converge, opening up oppor-
tunities to pursue ISAC for more efficient hardware, spectrum,
and energy use. Furthermore, the ever-increasing demands for
wireless data rates and sensing accuracy necessitate ISAC to
improve both sensing and communication performance, thus
allowing for mutualism between radio sensing and communi-
cation. For example, sensing information such as the angle,
range, and location of the user or scatterers can improve com-
munication performance, e.g., sensing-assisted beamforming,
environment-aware resource allocation, and beam alignment.

There are two classical ISAC methods (also known as
dual-function radar-communication methods): (i) radar-centric
and (ii) communication-centric [468], [469]. The radar-centric
approach embeds the communication symbols into the radar
waveforms, which typically have extremely low communi-
cation rates. On the other hand, the communication-centric
ISAC achieves radar sensing by directly using communication
waveforms. In contrast to the existing HD ISAC schemes, a
novel FD ISAC scheme enables sensing and communication
simultaneously. The authors in [455], [456] propose a novel
FD waveform design using the waiting time of conventional
pulsed radars to transmit communication signals, resulting in
high sensing and communication performance. In [457], [458]
an IBFD ISAC-integrated access and backhaul network has
been developed for V2X communications, where the FD ISAC
roadside unit performs sensing and communication simulta-
neously. Islam et al. [459] present an IBFD ISAC system
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operating in mmWave, where a massive MIMO BS employs
hybrid analog and digital beamforming to communicate with
a DL multi-antenna user while utilizing the same waveform
for sensing the radar targets in its coverage environment.
By optimizing the beamforming design at the BS, He et al.
[470] investigate the transmit power minimization and sum-
rate maximization for ISAC with FD capability for both radar
and communication. Specifically, the BS detects targets and
communicates with multiple UL users while reusing time and
frequency resources. Le et al. [471] investigate a RIS-assisted
ISAC system in which an FD BS simultaneously detects a
target and communicates with users. A joint optimization of
the BS’s transmit beamforming, users’ transmit power, and
RIS’s phase shifts is developed to maximize user rate. An
FD ISAC transceiver is employed in [472] as a solution
to the radar echo-miss caused by the high residual SI. To
simultaneously maximize the UL and DL rate, maximize the
transmit and receive radar beampattern power at the target,
and suppress the residual SI, the authors propose a joint
design of the transmit and receive beamformers, transmit
precoder at the UL user, and receive combiner at the DL user.
The authors in [473] introduce a novel concept for merging
ISAC and BackCom by enabling sensing in BackCom via
an unintentionally received backscatter signal at an FD BS.
To this end, they evaluate both the primary user’s and the
backscatter tag’s communication performance, as well as the
sensing performance at the FD BS.

9) Age of information: For some real-time IoT applica-
tions, such as intelligent transportation systems, command
and control systems, tactile internet (i.e., an internet network
that combines exceptionally high availability, reliability, and
security), and many others, the freshness of the received
information is crucial. Thus, a new performance metric named
age of information captures the information freshness. Age of
information measures the time interval between the generation
of the signal and the successful decoding of it [460]. Age
of information can improve the timeliness of received data
while maintaining the expected QoS of the communication
network. Zheng et al. [461] investigate the average age of
information for a two-hop network in which an FD relay
wirelessly powered by an AP receives environmental moni-
toring information from a sensor and forwards it to the AP. In
[462], the information freshness maximization problem in RIS-
aided FD covert communications under the non-retransmission
protocol and the automatic repeat-request protocol has been
studied. Jeganathan et al. [463] investigate the performance of
an FD-UAV-assisted WPT system in terms of the average age
of information at the data sink.

Finally, it is worthwhile to study and apply various new
tools, such as ML and matching theory, which help learn
unknown channel conditions. ML has been adopted to solve
large-scale problems that appear in optimization problems,
including UL and DL user clustering and resource alloca-
tion [322], [474]–[476], digital SIS [477], end-to-end learning-
based autoencoder framework for FD AF relay networks [478],
joint active and passive beamforming design in RIS-assisted
FD relay systems [479], [480], and NOMA-enabled cognitive
radio networks [481].

X. CONCLUSION

We have reviewed IBFD research contributions and several
state-of-art technologies and promising ones for 5G wireless
networks and beyond, including cooperative and cognitive net-
works, cellular networks, NOMA, PLS, EH, massive MIMO,
mmWave, UAV-aided communication, BackCom, and RIS.
The motivation for combining IBFD with these technologies
and related design challenges were discussed. This discussion
can significantly enhance our understanding of the recently
introduced FD network architectures. Additionally, the inte-
gration of FD with a multitude of wireless technologies has
been explained in detail, demonstrating how it can overcome
the limitations that these technologies are unable to address on
their own. Finally, various research gaps have been identified,
paving the way for future research directions.
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